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 LPicas and points are used for measurements instead of 
inches because it cuts down on numbers with long decimals.

 LType style names all start with an alternate character.  
Paragraph Styles begin with a bullet (•) and  
Character Styles start with a tilde (~).  
This way, it’s easy to determine which styles are imported 
from Word and to delete them.

 LType styles are color coded. 

Paragraph styles are blue. 

Character styles are green. 

Unstyled type is in orange.

Notes are in yellow.
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¶ •Text

A ~Semibold

! Description
Typeface and size

tab before and after 
page number

A •Wingdings 
directional arrows
p t q u

 p      t      q      u

Endbug is a vector piece of art. 
Copy and paste as an anchored 
object at end of each story.
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Picas and pointsInches
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6p6 top margin

4p4 bottom margin

2p hangline for folios

9p6 hangline for  
• Currents opening spread
•  Alternate hangline for features

4p2 baseline for 
department logos

4  M ASTER  PAGE  A  &  FOL IO  •  M ARGIN S  &  COLU MN S

 APRIL 2018 • ILLINOIS COUNTRY LIVING 7

¶ ~Folio-right pg

¶ ~Folio-left pg
A Folio bold

A Folio page#

4 Master pages:
• A-Master—for all editorial
• B-COVER MASTER
•  C-Marketplace—Can also be used for a page full 

of fractional ads by deleting Marketplace logo
•  D-No Folio—same grid as A.  

—Use for editorial when no folio is wanted (e.g.  
   if a busy photo is bleeding off bottom corner) 
—full-page ads

A-Master



5  M ASTER  PAGES  B  &  C  •  M ARGINS  &  COLU MN S

MarketPLACE
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The grid provides structure to your magazine. The grid is 
integral in maintaining the publication’s look and rhythm, promoting its 
branding, and building a familiar touchstone for your readers. 

Master page A, with the 11-unit grid, is 
the primary master page. It is used for 
all editorial pages. 

The 11-unit grid offers design flexibility 
while providing visual continuity. 

Text will normally be confined within the 
11-unit width, but graphic elements can 
pop into the outside margin. 

RULE OF THUMB—For ease of reading, a 
column’s width in picas should be no more 
than approximately 2.5 times the point 
size. 

For ICL’s 10.3 pt Arno Pro body, that is  
25.75 picas wide. 

This 11-unit grid: 
6 units is 23.25 picas wide 
7  units is 27.25 picas wide (close enough)
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Layout examples show blue 
as text columns and yellow 
as the “wildcard” open 
space. The open space can 
be used for

 Lart
 Lheads in some layouts
 Ldecks
 Lsidebars
 Lcaptions
 Lcallouts
 Lauthor bios and pics
 Lwhite space

On feature spreads, it’s 
usually best to use a 
symmetrical layout. APRIL 2018 • ILLINOIS COUNTRY LIVING 7 6 ILLINOIS COUNTRY LIVING • WWW.ICL.COOP 
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8  TYPE  FA MIL IES

Arno Pro is the serif used for:
• body copy
• bylines

Arno Pro Regular
Arno Pro Italic
Arno Pro Semibold
Arno Pro Semibold Italic
Arno Pro Bold
Arno Pro Bold Italic

Arno Pro also offers a variety of styles 
for optimal appearance in specific 
circumstances. 

The serifs are more delicate on styles 
intended to run large. 
• Caption style is drawn to be used small.  
• Display is for large use. 

These are only a few that are included:

Light Display
Light Italic Display
Bold Display
Semibold Subhead
Bold Subhead
Bold Italic Subhead
Caption
Italic Caption
Bold Caption

Barlow is the sans serif used for:
• heads
• subheads
• decks
• captions
• sidebars
• boxes
• bios
• folios
• most anything that isn’t body copy

Barlow comes in three widths and a variety 
of weights. All can be used when designing 
feature headlines.

The three widths are: 
Barlow
Barlow Semi Condensed
Barlow Condensed

All three have these weights in both Roman 
and italic:

Thin

ExtraLight

Light

Regular

Medium

SemiBold

Bold

ExtraBold

Black

The magazine uses two font families, Arno Pro and Barlow. 



Type style names 
Style names all start with an alternate character. This way, it’s 
easy to determine which styles are imported from Word and to 
delete them.

Paragraph Styles begin with a bullet: 
•Text 

Character Styles start with a tilde: 
~Semibold Arno

Type style things to know
 LThe first paragraph of departments uses •Text Opening. It 
is set up so the first four words automatically appear in the 
~CAPS LEAD-IN character style. If more words need to be 
highlighted, apply that character style.

 LTo keep the left edge of text columns looking neat, use 
paragraph styles with no indent at the beginning of each 
article and after:  
•subheads  
•bullet lists 
•lines of white space

 LParagraph style •Text-NoIndent-Space has a line of space 
added above the graf. 
•  There should not be any reason to have an extra return in 

copy.
•  Use this style for paragraphs that begin sections or steps, 

such as in Energy Solutions and Powered Up. 
Use character style ~Semibold Arno to boldface the first 
sentence.

 LHeadline styles are specified to span all columns and balance 
ragged lines.

 LSpace between the head, deck, and copy is specified so that, 
in most departments, one text box can be used for the whole 
page (other than pullquotes, captions, sidebars).

 LArno Pro body copy paragraph styles that begin with •Text 
align to baseline grid.  
•  The exception to this is •Text-BulletList, which has a 2-pt 

space above and below each graf. This works perfectly 
with three or six bulleted items, but space will have to 
be adjusted with any other number, and if the list breaks 
across columns.

 LWingdings is a handy font to 
have when directional arrows are 
needed. This shows the letters 
that correspond to the four main 
directions, but there are many more 
styles of arrows in the font.

 LBody copy width legibility—For ease of reading, a column’s 
width in picas should be no more than approximately 2.5 
times the point size. 
• For ICL’s 10.3 pt Arno Pro body, that is  25.75 picas wide. 
•  In ICL’s 11-unit grid: 

6 units is 23.25 picas wide 
7  units is 27.25 picas wide (close enough)

9  TYPE  STYLES  •  GENER AL  NOTES

In this Style Book, type styles are color coded. 

Paragraph styles are blue. 

Character styles are green. 

Unstyled type is in orange. 
(The isn’t much of this.)

Notes are in yellow.

A •Wingdings 
directional arrows
p t q u

 p      t      q      u

The endbug is a vector piece of art. Copy and paste 
as an anchored object at end of each story. 

¶ •Text

A ~SemiBold

! Description
Typeface and size

tab before and after 
page number
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The cover of the magazine  is a critical 
moment for engaging readers and 
setting the bar for the quality of the 
design and content. This is not about 
beauty or art but about impact.

 L Images should be simple,  well 
composed and fill the frame. The 
headline type needs to be provocative 
and work to enhance the power of the 
image.
 LThe nameplate  is integral to the 
composition of the cover. Color-wise, it 
doesn’t need to be the most prominent 
element on the page, but a consistent 
size and position is important for the 
magazine’s branding.
 LNameplate color can change, but entire 
nameplate should be the same color.
 LA masked image, like a person’s head, 
popping in front  of the nameplate can 
be a useful treatment as long as it 
doesn’t obliterate the nameplate. (At 
least, not till ICL is a recognizable as 
Time.)
 LCover lines should have impact and 
personality and above all, drive readers 
into the book. Legibility is the goal and 
prominence is paramount. 
 LAlthough this example shows the 
cover lines on the left, they can be 
placed anywhere. The best placement 
for the primary head may not always 
be stacked above the secondary 
heads, but do keep secondary stories 
together.
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¶ COV-MONTH

¶ •COV-BigHead

¶ •COV-Rubric

¶ •COV-BigSubhead

¶ •COV-Blurb

A ~Cover local plus

Nameplate is a grouped 
object because the “Illinois” 
uses a slightly different 
drop shadow setting than 
the “Country Living” 

Grouped nameplate is this 
size:
W: 28p8.114 
H: 13p1.333

Sits at these coordinates: 
X: 10p0.443 
Y: 1 p9

Date aligns top and 
right to margin guides.

¶ •COV-Local
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Instead of having its own master page, 
the TOC follows the A-Master grid 
loosely.

 It deviates from the grid in order to:

 Lallow for hanging page numbers by the 
feature titles
 Lkeep a cushion of white space around 
the photos
 Lhave the departments use a 
three-column format in a seven-unit 
space.

Feature photos use the top left space. 

 LOverall width should be 28p3,  
but shape and size of the rectangles 
and overall depth of the block can vary 
based on photos and feature story 
entries.
 LAim for a mix of far-away and closeup 
shots, color variety, and not having 
busy image edges abut.

Department photos use the bottom 
right space. 

 L  Overall width, shape and size of the 
rectangles, and overall height of the 
block can vary based on number of 
department entries, as well as length 
of feature blurbs.
 LCloseups will usually work better in this 
smaller size space.
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tab

tab before and after 
page number

¶ •TOC-DeptText

¶ •TOC-FeatHead

¶ •TOC-FeatText

¶ •TOC-Month

¶ •TOC-Volume

¶ •TOC-DeptName

¶ •TOC-SECTION HEAD

A ~TOC Feature #s

¶ •TOC-FeatText 
(+ Bold Caption)

¶ •TOC-DeptTitle

Vector logo measures 11p7 x 5p4.542
Its position is
X: 31p0
Y: 3p4



Department logo color and upper/
lower case can vary throughout the 
magazine. 

 LTwo word logos should always have 
one word in all caps and one in Upper/
lower case, and one in Barlow Light 
and one in Barlow Extra Bold.
 LDefaults are: 
~DeptLight as orange caps 
~DeptHeavy as U&lc navy
 LColors and which word is in caps can 
change to complement photos or 
mood.
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P U B L I S H E D  B Y 

Association of Illinois 
Electric Cooperatives
6460 South Sixth Frontage Road 
East, Springfield, IL 62712
www.icl.coop

800.593.2432 • info@icl.coop

For address changes contact 
your local electric co-op.

PRESIDENT/CEO

Duane Noland
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

Dennis Fredrickson
VICE PRESIDENT OF  
COMMUNICATIONS/EDITOR

Valerie Cheatham
ASSISTANT EDITOR

Colten Bradford
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Nancy McDonald
MARKETING AND CREATIVE 
SERVICES MANAGER

Brandy Riley
ASSISTANT CREATIVE 
SERVICES MANAGER

Chris Reynolds
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS

Jennifer Danzinger, 
Kathy Feraris,
Sandy Wolske

Illinois Country Living is a monthly 
publication  serving the communications 
needs of the locally owned, not-
for-profit electric cooperatives of 
Illinois. With a circulation of more 
than 189,000, the magazine informs 
cooperative members about issues 
affecting their electric cooperative 
and the quality of life in rural Illinois.

Illinois Country Living (ISSN number 
1086-8062) is published monthly 
and is the official publication of 
the Association of Illinois Electric 
Cooperatives, 6460 South Sixth 
Frontage Road East, Springfield, 
IL 62712. The cost is $2.88 plus 
postage per year for  members of 
subscribing cooperatives and $12 
per year for all others. Periodical 
 postage paid at Springfield, Illinois, 
and  additional mailing offices. 

POSTMASTER: Send address changes 
to: Illinois Country Living, P.O. Box 
3787, Springfield, IL 62708.

ADVERTISING: Acceptance of 
advertising by the magazine does 
not imply  endorsement by the 
publisher or the electric cooperatives 
of Illinois of the product or service 
advertised. Illinois Country Living is not 
responsible for the performance of 
the product or service advertised.

www.touchstoneenergy.com

The Association of Illinois 
Electric Cooperatives and 25 
Illinois electric cooperatives are 
members of Touchstone Energy, 
a national  alliance of 750 electric 
 cooperatives. Touchstone Energy 
cooperative employees adhere 
to four core values — integrity, 
accountability, innovation and 
commitment to community.

The cooperative movement
Below are excerpts of NRECA President Phil Carson’s Feb. 27 address to members at the 2018 NRECA Annual 
Meeting in Nashville.
T H E  E L E C T R I C  C O O P E R AT I V E   M OV E M E N T  belongs to all of the people we serve today, all 
those we’ve served throughout history, and the millions of young people who are count-
ing on us to make sure the cooperative will still be strong and relevant to their lives 
when it’s their turn to chase the American dream. 

In a movement, your work never stops. There’s always some part of our operation 
that can be improved, and even when we aren’t creating new  programs or services, there’s 
always maintenance to be done. 

I’ve spent a lot of time  thinking about leadership and talking with trusted friends 
and industry  colleagues. One introduced me to a management philosophy called 
Cathedral Thinking, which takes its name from the ornate houses of  worship that 
often took hundreds of years to complete. The majority of workers who built these 
magnificent structures weren’t alive to witness either the ground-breaking or the 
 ribbon cutting. For generation after generation, workers came to the  jobsite and sac-
rificed their bodies to the  grueling task at hand. They found satis faction in their leg-
acy, and their work is still standing and nourishing souls. 

We weren’t around for the start of the electric cooperative movement, but after a few 
passes of the torch, we’re now the ones entrusted to keep the movement strong.

As we build on the strong foun dation we inherited, we must  consider the legacy we will 
leave for the  generation that follows us. We are experiencing a once-in-a-lifetime industry 
transformation, and we get to help decide what that future will be. A once-in-a-lifetime 
transfor mation is exciting, but it’s also disruptive, uncomfortable and exhausting. 

My co-op in south-central Illinois is grappling with the same issues you are; issues 
like the onward push of  distributed energy resources and the need for broadband in our 
 communities. But when it comes to big questions that will impact our co-ops for years to 
come, I’m going to suggest to you that we don’t necessarily need all the answers. What we 
need are the right people committed to the right principles. 

I’ve observed there are two key skill-sets required to meet our leader ship obligations at 
our co-ops: steward ship and vision, and they must be in balance. 

Stewards are the caretakers of the cooperative and its assets. Our co-ops are vital civic 
institutions, and without the services we provide, our  communities will die. Stewards 
recog nize the gravity of this  mission, and bring a measured, analytical,  reasoned approach 
to our board room discussions. 

In contrast, visionaries are perhaps a bit more in tune with the needs and expectations 
of the average member, both what they need today and what they will need in the years to 
come. Visionaries like to dream about the possibilities before us, and they’re willing to take 
risks to try new ideas. Not change for the sake of change but change for the sake of our 
members.

Both roles are important, and when we get the mix right,  stewards and visionaries 
bring out the best in each other. Stewards will challenge visionaries to  carefully analyze all 
the variables before making a change, and visionaries will challenge  stewards to consider 
the case for pursuing a new idea or oppor tunity and the risks of not acting. 

Visionaries will make the case for the co-op aggressively  exploring ways to bring 
broadband to our  members because our communities need this service to survive and 
to grow. Stewards will speak out strongly about a legitimate business case and a  careful 
analysis of what this means to the co-op’s financial health. Together, stewards and 
visionaries keep the co-op balanced, focused and strong.

I want to make sure before I hang up my chisel as NRECA president that the last stone 
I set is perfectly level, plumb and square for those who follow me and who will themselves 
make their own contribution to our movement. The only reason we even exist is because 

Phil Carson is NRECA board 
president and vice president 
of the Tri‑County Electric 
Cooperative board.

FIRSTThoughts
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HAAQG Quilt Spectrum 2018
A P R I L 

14
The Bloomington Normal Hands All 
Around Quilt Guild’s Annual Quilt 
Spectrum will feature beautiful 

quilts, a quilt raffle, a unique boutique of 
handmade gifts, learning opportunities for 
experienced and novice quilters, vendors 
and more. The theme for this year’s show is, 
“Quilts Between Friends.” The Guild’s beauti-
ful 2018 raffle quilt is “Bunny in the Blooms” 
and was unveiled at the September guild 
meeting.
April 13 – 14, 2018, Sat., 9 a.m.– 6 p.m., 
Sun. 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.  Parke Regency Hotel 
and Conference Center, 1413 Leslie Dr., 
Bloomington Admission: $5 
www.haaqg.com/quiltshow.html

7th Annual Riverbend 
Earth Day Festival

A P R I L 

14
The Nature Institute (TNI) is 
excited to host the 7th 
annual Riverbend Earth Day 

Festival in partnership with the Great 
Rivers Land Trust, the National Great 
Rivers Research and Education Center/Lewis and Clark 
Community College and the Sierra Club. This event is 
FREE and open to all. The event will be held, rain or 
shine, at Piasa Harbor in Godfrey, Ill, which is located on 
Route 100 / the Great River Road, across from Lockhaven 
Golf Club. Guests can enjoy local foods, unique goods by 
local vendors and artists, live music,  children’s activities 
with nature-inspired arts and crafts, and more.
April 14, 2018, Noon-6 p.m.
Piasa Harbor, 10815 Lockhaven Rd., Godfrey 
Free Admission
The Nature Institute, www.thenatureinstitute.org

APRILDatebook

LET’S GO!

 1 - 7
Chicago 

Flower Show
PEORIA

Midwest’s Largest garden 
and flower exhibition

 4 - 7
Illinois Beer Fest

GALENA
100  small breweries 
and 50 restaurants 

all in one place

 11
Villa Park Arts 

& Crafts
GREENVILLE

200 local artisans 
in a juried show

 12 - 14
Audio/Video 

Expo
ELMHURST

The latest technology 
and the biggest bargains 

all under one roof

 13 - 21
Superhero 
Convention

CHICAGO
Become part of 

the cosplay party 
celebrating the greatest 
charcters from comics 

movies and TV

 27
Midwest Bach 

Festival
CHAMPAIGN

Thirty performers go 
for Baroque at 4 venues 

throughout the city 
followed by a Grand Ball 

For a complete 
listing of Events, 
visit our website 

www.icl.coop

deTour through Jefferson County
A P R I L 

28
Roll through scenic hilly countryside and small towns that 
wind through the relatively flat terrain of Jefferson County, 
IL experiencing the Midwest in ways you never could while 

driving. We have three recreational rides for you to choose from: 62, 
35, and 15-mile or a 5K Fun Run/Walk. Both start and finish at the 
Illinois National Guard Armory. The rides include rest stops supplied 
with food and water every 10 miles or so. The run begins at 9 a.m. 
Those that pre-register receive a performance short sleeved shirt, 
free admission to Cedarhurst Museum Art Gallery post event, and 
much more. In case of rain deTour of Jefferson County will be April 
29, 2018.
April 28, 2018, 8 a.m.
The National Guard Armory, 600 Shiloh Dr., Mt. Vernon
Registration is $25 before April 18, $35 after April 18
www.thegreatdetour.org
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This column was co-written by 
Pat Keegan and Brad Thiessen 
of Collaborative Efficiency. 

Aim for quality when managing 
a renovation contractor
By Pat Keegan and Brad Thiessen

Dear Pat: We followed your advice last 
month and hired a contractor we think 
will give us an energy efficient reno-
vation. How do we manage the job to 
make sure the project turns out right? 
 —   B R I D G E T  A N D  N E I L

D E A R  B R I D G E T  A N D 

N E I L :  Last month, I 
offered tips on how to 
hire a good contrac-
tor, but it’s smart to 
 realize that after the 
hiring is  complete, 
contractors need to be 
managed.

First, you should 
decide who will be 
the main contact 
with your  contractor. 
Clear communica-
tion is critical because 
a renovation that 
includes energy effi-

ciency improvements comes with 
extra challenges. A single point of 
contact will help avoid confusion, 
conflicts and cost overruns.

Before the work starts, have a 
 discussion with your contrac-
tor about quality. You want the 
contractor to know you’ll be care-
fully over seeing the work and that 
there may be  others involved in this 
oversight, such as building inspec-
tors, your electric cooperative or an 
independent energy auditor. You 
can discuss the standards of a pro-
fessional, high-quality job. 

Agree on the points at which 
the contractor will pause so 
you or someone you designate 
can review the work. At a 
minimum, an inspection should 
take place before you make an 

interim payment.
Here are a few examples of 

interim review points:
• The building envelope should be 

properly sealed before insulation is 
installed because air leaks increase 
energy use and reduce comfort. 

• Replacement windows should be 
properly flashed and sealed before 
siding and trim are installed, 
which prevents moisture problems 
and  air leaks. 

• Some insulation measures can be 
inspected before they are sealed 
up behind walls or ceilings.

Almost all efficiency measures 
require some kind of final inspec-
tion. For example, infrared ther-
mometers can show voids in blown 
insulation, and fiberglass batts can 
be visually inspected to ensure there 
are no air gaps and the batts are not 
compressed.

HVAC measures require  special 
attention. Nearly half of all HVAC 
systems are installed  incorrectly, 
which often causes uneven tem-
perature distribution throughout 
the home, along with higher energy 
bills. ENERGYSTAR® has a special 
 program to ensure  quality HVAC 
installation. Forced air  systems 
 typically have poorly balanced 
 supply and return air delivery that 
can often be improved. Air flow can 
be  measured at each register, and 
a duct blaster test can identify and 
quantify duct leakage.

When you review the work, it 
may be helpful to take photos or 
to bring in an energy auditor. Be 
sure to have these inspections out-
lined in the  contract and discussed 
beforehand so the contractor is 
comfortable. 

Be clear about changes. It will be 
tempting to add “just one more 
thing” along the way, and the con-
tractor may agree a change is sim-
ple and possible within the time 
frames. Contractors and custom-
ers often miscommunicate about 
change orders and end up disagree-
ing about additional costs when 
the project is completed. Before 
you make any changes, be sure 
to get a written cost quote. If it ’s 
 significant, you can then weigh 
the cost against the benefit of the 
change. 

It’s a good idea to maintain good 
records as the project progresses. 
These records could be helpful for 
building inspectors or to qualify for 
rebates or tax credits. 

When the renovation is com-
plete, it may be tempting to sign the 
check, shake hands and breathe a 
sigh of relief that it’s all over. But . . 

Depending on the size and com-
plexity of the  project, it may be 
worth the extra step of  having a 
final audit by a licensed energy 
auditor. My neighbors were saved 
from a home renovation disaster 
when an energy audit discovered 
the energy efficiency contractor 
had failed to produce the promised 
efficiencies. The contractor had 
to perform  thousands of dollars’ 
worth of improvemenºts before my 
 neighbors made the final payment.

Once you confirm that the work 
is 100 percent complete, you can 
write a check for the final payment, 
then sit back and enjoy your revital-
ized, more energy-efficient home! 

For more  information on managing a home 
 renovation contractor, please visit:  
www.collaborativeefficiency.com/
energytips.

ENERGYSolutions

HVAC technicians or 
energy auditors can use 
diagnostic equipment to 
measure air leakage and 
air flow.
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Planning for the future
One of the hardest things for me to think about is what I need to do  
to prepare for my death. 
T H E R E  A R E  M A N Y  I T E M S  you should 
have in order for those you leave 
behind. Today there is something 
new to think about – our digital 
files. For me, most of my documents 
aren’t that important, but some, such 
as photos, could have sentimental 
value. The files I do have are spread 

all over the internet. I have files on 
Dropbox, OneDrive, Google Drive, 
Google photos, in my email, and sev-
eral other places. Many people would 
consider the information stored on 
Facebook very valuable. So how 
do we pass this data onto our loved 
ones? Let’s look at a few options.

My first instinct would be to 
make sure all data is backed up on 
some type of storage media that 
would be easily accessible to my 
family. This could be an internal 
hard drive, a removable USB drive, 
or even a backup NAS appliance. 
This would probably be the easiest 
way, if you’re like me and every-
thing is spread all over the place. 
I take advantage of many cloud 
solutions and I could never afford 

enough storage to back it all up at 
my house. Some people even rely 
on cloud providers for their backup 
solutions. Another option would 
be to give someone you trust all 
your user names and passwords. 
This could be done digitally by 
using a password vault program like 

LastPass which allows for 
passing on your digital 
assets. With this solution, 
the person you trust will 
be notified how to access 
your data after you pass 
away. The down side is all 
your passwords are now 
in one place and online. 
Should the company get 
hacked, all your accounts 
are compromised. 

So, what happens to our 
accounts when we pass 
on? It depends on the 
account. Not all provid-
ers have the same policies 
when it comes to releas-

ing your information to family and 
loved ones. Some companies don’t 
even have a process or procedure in 
place to accommodate it. What to 
do with a dead user’s information 
remains a tricky subject for most 
online service providers. The prob-
lem involves who actually owns the 
data - the party that sent the data, 
received the data, or the site that 
stores the data.

Facebook has added a feature 
called “Legacy Contact” which 
allows you to designate some-
one to manage your Facebook 
account after you are gone. Once 
the Facebook profile is memorial-
ized, the legacy contact can look 
after your account by responding 
to new friend requests, update your 
profile picture and photo cover, 

and request the removal of your 
account. However, there are some 
limitations. The legacy contact can-
not login to your account, remove 
or change past posts, read your mes-
sages, remove your friends, or add a 
new legacy contact to your account. 
Companies like Amazon and Apple 
make it clear that you do not own 
the data or content that you down-
load. What you have purchased is a 
license to access or use the content, 
and that license expires after you die.

Since there is no standard regard-
ing how an internet company 
handles your online account after 
death, it would be wise to docu-
ment all accounts for your family 
and loved ones to access. Keep it 
in a safe place as a memorandum to 
your will, and make sure you docu-
ment in your will who you want to 
have access to these accounts. Also 
make sure you have some method 
of documenting your passwords 
that is safe and easy to manage. If 
you use the same email account to 
register all your services, as long as 
someone has access to that email 
account, it is possible to change 
passwords to other accounts and 
gain access. This method may also 
require you to document your 
answers to security questions for 
sites that have that security feature 
turned on.

Planning for our departure 
isn’t always the most pleasant 
thing to do. Just remember, even 
though you saved your files in 
the “cloud,” you’re not going to 
have access to them when you get 
to heaven. Make sure you have a 
plan to pass those precious pic-
tures, or other important files, on 
to your family. 

Dan Gerard, CISSP, is the Chief 
Technology Officer for the 
Association of Illinois Electric 
Cooperatives in Springfield.

Comment on this column Visit 
icl.coop and click on Powered Up 
to respond. Your response might 
even be included in a future 
column.

PoweredUP
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www.touchstoneenergy.com

The Association of Illinois 
Electric Cooperatives and 25 
Illinois electric cooperatives are 
members of Touchstone Energy, 
a national  alliance of 750 electric 
 cooperatives. Touchstone Energy 
cooperative employees adhere 
to four core values — integrity, 
accountability, innovation and 
commitment to community.

The cooperative movement
Below are excerpts of NRECA President Phil Carson’s Feb. 27 address to members at the 2018 NRECA Annual 
Meeting in Nashville.
T H E  E L E C T R I C  C O O P E R AT I V E   M OV E M E N T  belongs to all of the people we serve today, all 
those we’ve served throughout history, and the millions of young people who are count-
ing on us to make sure the cooperative will still be strong and relevant to their lives 
when it’s their turn to chase the American dream. 

In a movement, your work never stops. There’s always some part of our operation 
that can be improved, and even when we aren’t creating new  programs or services, there’s 
always maintenance to be done. 

I’ve spent a lot of time  thinking about leadership and talking with trusted friends 
and industry  colleagues. One introduced me to a management philosophy called 
Cathedral Thinking, which takes its name from the ornate houses of  worship that 
often took hundreds of years to complete. The majority of workers who built these 
magnificent structures weren’t alive to witness either the ground-breaking or the 
 ribbon cutting. For generation after generation, workers came to the  jobsite and sac-
rificed their bodies to the  grueling task at hand. They found satis faction in their leg-
acy, and their work is still standing and nourishing souls. 

We weren’t around for the start of the electric cooperative movement, but after a few 
passes of the torch, we’re now the ones entrusted to keep the movement strong.

As we build on the strong foun dation we inherited, we must  consider the legacy we will 
leave for the  generation that follows us. We are experiencing a once-in-a-lifetime industry 
transformation, and we get to help decide what that future will be. A once-in-a-lifetime 
transfor mation is exciting, but it’s also disruptive, uncomfortable and exhausting. 

My co-op in south-central Illinois is grappling with the same issues you are; issues 
like the onward push of  distributed energy resources and the need for broadband in our 
 communities. But when it comes to big questions that will impact our co-ops for years to 
come, I’m going to suggest to you that we don’t necessarily need all the answers. What we 
need are the right people committed to the right principles. 

I’ve observed there are two key skill-sets required to meet our leader ship obligations at 
our co-ops: steward ship and vision, and they must be in balance. 

Stewards are the caretakers of the cooperative and its assets. Our co-ops are vital civic 
institutions, and without the services we provide, our  communities will die. Stewards 
recog nize the gravity of this  mission, and bring a measured, analytical,  reasoned approach 
to our board room discussions. 

In contrast, visionaries are perhaps a bit more in tune with the needs and expectations 
of the average member, both what they need today and what they will need in the years to 
come. Visionaries like to dream about the possibilities before us, and they’re willing to take 
risks to try new ideas. Not change for the sake of change but change for the sake of our 
members.

Both roles are important, and when we get the mix right,  stewards and visionaries 
bring out the best in each other. Stewards will challenge visionaries to  carefully analyze all 
the variables before making a change, and visionaries will challenge  stewards to consider 
the case for pursuing a new idea or oppor tunity and the risks of not acting. 

Visionaries will make the case for the co-op aggressively  exploring ways to bring 
broadband to our  members because our communities need this service to survive and 
to grow. Stewards will speak out strongly about a legitimate business case and a  careful 
analysis of what this means to the co-op’s financial health. Together, stewards and 
visionaries keep the co-op balanced, focused and strong.

I want to make sure before I hang up my chisel as NRECA president that the last stone 
I set is perfectly level, plumb and square for those who follow me and who will themselves 
make their own contribution to our movement. The only reason we even exist is because 

Phil Carson is NRECA board 
president and vice president 
of the Tri‑County Electric 
Cooperative board.

FIRSTThoughts
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SafetyCHECK

Electricity theft: Shockingly, not worth the risk
Stealing power could prove to be a deadly decision

E V E RY  Y E A R ,  E L E C T R I C  C O O P E R A-

T I V E S  across the country cope with 
thieves—folks who deliberately 
tamper with their electric meter to 
steal power. Not only is this prac-
tice extremely  dangerous, it’s a seri-
ous crime that results in hefty fines 
and jail time.

“We’ve seen people do some 
 dangerous things—using knives, 
forks, magnets, jumper cables and 
any  number of other objects to 
get around paying for the power 
they use,” explains Jim Miles, man-
ager of safety and loss control for 
the Association of Illinois Electric 
Cooperatives. “However, not only 
are these  persons  stealing from 
their fellow co-op  members, they’re 
also risking their lives and those of 
 cooperative employees.”

According to the Cooperative 
Research Network, a division of the 
National Rural Electric Cooperative 
Association, power surging through 
a compromised meter can cause an 
electrical  catastrophe. A short circuit 
could produce an arc flash bright 
enough to cause blindness and pow-
erful enough to launch fragments of 
shrapnel-like, red-hot debris. Serious 
injury or death from electrocution, 
 explosion or fire often results from 
meter  tampering. Only trained elec-
tric cooperative  personnel wearing 
protective clothing should work on 
meters.

“Anytime you get into a meter 
base, you run a risk,” comments 
Miles. “Tampering with your 
meter is  illegal in Illinois, but more 
 importantly, can result in injury and 
 damage, even death. If you think 
there may be a problem with your 
meter, call your electric cooperative 
—don’t try to fix it yourself.”

Electricity theft is not a 
 victimless crime. Thieves sometimes 
think it won’t hurt anybody. They 
illegally hook into a power supply, 
hook up a line that has been discon-
nected, or tamper with a meter to 
avoid  recording electricity usage. 
The truth is that tampering with 
electrical equipment or attempting 
to steal electric power  carries the 
potential to harm many people. The 

innocent consumers on the same 
line and utility personnel that work 
on those lines are all at risk when 
someone tampers with electricity or 
electrical equipment.

An overload of electricity could 
result in extremely high voltages 
that may damage the appliances of 
 paying customers. Excessive current 
that is not safeguarded by a fuse is 
especially  dangerous. In emergency 
situations such as fires, power has 
to be shut off to help fire fighters 
and emergency medical person-
nel to enter a building safely. If lines 
have been interfered with  illegally, 
the lines could remain  energized, 
endangering the lives of the first 
responders.

Additionally, your not-for-profit 
cooperative loses revenue and 
expends resources to investigate 
tampering. These costs are then 
passed on to the entire membership. 
National estimates vary, but The 
Washington Post cited revenue pro-
tection officials who claim between 
$1 billion and $10 billion worth 
of electricity is stolen from  utilities 
annually.

From a reliability standpoint, 
 illegal connections to power sources 
and attempts to divert metering 
devices can overload the system, 
cause interruptions and compro-
mise power quality.

Since everyone pays for lost 
power, please call your  cooperative 
if you  suspect meter tamper-
ing. All information can be given 
 anonymously. 

Sources: The Washington Post, 
Cooperative Research Network
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Candice Hart is a Horticulture 
Educator with University of 
Illinois Extension serving 
DeWitt, Macon and Piatt 
 counties. She is also a 
Certified Floral Designer, 
Illinois Certified Professional 
Florist and is an award 
winning floral designer.

A  VA R I E T Y  O F  I T E M S  you likely 
already have at home may be able 
to save you money this year, as well 
as improve the sustainability of 
your gardening.  Get creative this 
spring and make a difference to the 
environment. 

Seed starting
Jump-start your garden by  starting 
seeds indoors in a bright  southern- 
or western-facing  window or 
under  supplemental lighting. Many 
 containers you may already have 
on hand (plastic milk jugs, egg car-
tons, toilet paper rolls, newspaper, 
milk  cartons, and other reusable 
and even biodegradable contain-
ers) can  easily be filled with soil-
less media for  starting seeds. Any 
container that is clean and safe for 
growing food can be used.

Weed control
With weed control commonly 
being a time-consuming main-
tenance task during the growing 
season,  consider recycling your 
newspapers and cardboard boxes 
as  biodegradable weed barriers. 
Simply place a few layers of news-
paper or a section of cardboard 
over an area of bare soil and cover 
with your favorite mulch  material 

such 
as bark 
mulch, grass 
clippings or leaves. 

The newspaper or 
cardboard will naturally 
degrade over time and you can 
simply add a new layer or more 
mulch as needed to keep the soil 
covered. Cardboard and newspaper 
is the only means of weed barrier 
I use under my bark mulch now and 
it works great.

Alternative raised beds
Raised  garden beds are a great 
solution when your garden soil 
is not ideal, or you’d like to cre-
ate a  growing area that is easier to 
access. Many raised beds are made 
of purchased wood, but you may 
already have  suitable construction 
materials, like a w ood pallet, on 
hand. Simply staple landscape fab-
ric to the sides and open bottom 
of the pallet and fill with soil. The 
result is an excellent shallow bed 
for growing lettuce with very mini-
mal weeding needed.

If you are growing food in a 
raised bed, always consider the 
safety of the construction material. 
Some  pallets are chemically treated 
and thus  inappropriate for growing 

food. 
Railroad 

ties are 
coated with 

 creosote, which is 
not recommended 

for  growing food. Other 
candidates for raised beds 

might be bricks left over from other 
garden projects and cinder blocks, 
whose holes you can fill with soil 
and plant into. Beds can also be 
lined with a layer of plastic to pre-
vent the soil from contacting the 
 material, if the safety of the material 
is in question.

Garden art
Get the kids involved and start 
crafting recycled materials into 
 gorgeous works of art for the gar-
den. Glue tea cups and plates 
together on a pole to make small 
bird baths for the garden. Glue 
small plates filled with bird seed 
onto an old chandelier and hang 
from your tree to feed the birds as 
well. The possibilities are endless.

This spring, take a look at your 
 garden with a new eye. You may be 
able to reuse and recycle materials 
you have on hand to save yourself 
money and reduce your gardening 
footprint. 

GARDENWise

Reuse and recycle in 
the garden this spring
Finding new uses 
for old objects 
saves money and 
is a nice thing 
to do for the 
environment
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WE NEED RECIPES! 
Upcoming monthly topics
Gluten-free recipes
Picnic foods
Summer recipes 
Please email submissions to 
finestcooking@icl.coop or mail 
them to Finest Cooking c/o Illinois 
Country Living, P.O. Box 3787, 
Springfield, IL 62708. Please include 
your name, address, phone number 
(for questions), and the name of 
your electric cooperative. Recipes 
not included in the magazine 
can be found on our website at 
icl.coop/finestcooking.

Recipes prepared, tasted 
and photographed by 
Valerie Cheatham. For more 
recipes and photos go to 
www.icl.coop. Questions? 
Email finestcooking@
aiec.coop.

Visit www.icl.coop to see 
more Illinois Country Living 
recipes.

Crazy rich 
Asian food
Give the delivery guy a rest 
and prepare delicious Asian-
inspired food in the comfort 
of your own kitchen.
F R O M  T H E  C R U N C H Y  F I L I P I N O  recipe 
for Lumpia Rolls to the fragrant 
Baked Soy Ginger Salmon, we 
think you’ll agree it’s well worth 
the time to prepare these dishes. 
They  use common ingredients and 
require no different skills than ones  
you use eveyday. Easy to prepare, as 
flavorful as dishes from your favor-
ite carry-out but with a lot less fat 
and salt, these dishes can become 
week-night favorites for your entire 
family. 

FINESTCooking

Asian Wonton Salad 
Sweet Sesame Dressing
 2/3 c rice vinegar
 1 c canola oil
 2 T sesame oil
 4 cloves garlic, pressed or very finely minced
 2 T soy sauce
 1/2 c sugar
 4 t sesame seeds

Salad
 2 heads romaine lettuce
 3  chicken breasts, cooked and cubed or 

shredded
  Cherry tomatoes
 1 red onion, thinly sliced
 1 cucumber, sliced
 1 package wonton skins
  Vegetable oil for frying

For Dressing: Place all ingredients into a quart jar and shake vigorously. Can make ahead and store in fridge. 

For Salad: Heat about 1-inch of oil in a pot on the stove to 375 degrees. Use a pizza cutter or sharp knife to cut 
wonton skins into 3 strips. You may not need the entire package, depending on how much salad you’re making. I 
usually use about half. Test oil by dipping a wonton strip in oil to see if it bubbles up quickly. Fry wontons a few 
at a time and set on paper towels to dry. Optional: you can lightly sprinkle fried wontons with sugar. These can be 
made ahead of time and kept in an airtight container. To assemble salad, tear clean lettuce into chunks and place 
in a large salad bowl. Top with cherry tomatoes, cucumber and red onion. Add chicken and top with some Sweet 
Sesame Dressing. Toss salad. Once everything is coated to your liking, add wonton strips, gently toss and serve. 

Filipino Lumpi
 1 T vegetable oil
 1 lb ground pork
 2 cloves garlic, minced
 1/2 c chopped onion
 1/2 c minced carrots
 1/2 c chopped green onions
 1/2 c thinly sliced green 

cabbage
 1 t ground black pepper
 1 t salt
 1 t garlic powder
 1 t soy sauce
 30  lumpia wrappers (can 

substitute with spring roll 
wrappers)

 2 c vegetable oil for frying

Place a wok or large skillet over high heat and pour in 1 T. vegetable oil. 
Cook pork, stirring frequently, until no pink is showing. Remove pork from 
pan and set aside. Drain grease from pan, leaving a thin coating. Cook 
garlic and onion in the same pan for 2 minutes. Stir in the cooked pork, 
carrots, green onions and cabbage. Season with pepper, salt, garlic powder 
and soy sauce. Remove from heat and set aside until cool enough to 
handle. Place 3 heaping tablespoons of filling diagonally near one corner 
of each wrapper, leaving a 1-1/2 inch-space at both ends. Fold the side, 
along the length of the filling, over the filling, tuck in both sides. Moisten 
the other side of the wrapper with water to seal the edge, roll neatly. Keep 
the roll tight as you assemble it. Cover the rolls with plastic wrap to retain 
moisture. Heat a heavy skillet over medium heat, add oil to 1/2-inch depth, 
and heat for 5 minutes. Slide 3 or 4 lumpia into the oil. Fry the rolls for 
1 to 2 minutes, until all sides are golden brown. Drain on paper towels. 
Serve immediately. Note: Lumpia wrappers are available at Asian food markets.

PrairieTABLE

They make ’em like they used to
By Valerie Cheatham

W H E N  YO U  S T E P  I N TO  Flesor’s 
Candy Kitchen in Tuscola, you 
immediately see the old-fashioned, 
turn-of-the-century soda fountain 
with the marble top, shiny silver 
soda faucets and the mahogany 
backbar filled with clear ice cream 
dishes and soda glasses. You half 
expect to see a young couple shar-
ing an ice cream soda with two 
straws and little Johnny spinning 
wildly on one of the barstools as he 
takes bites of his ice cream. 

Everywhere you look seems as 
if it was taken from the set of an 
old television show. There are the 
mahogany tables and booths, candy 
cases, stained-glass lights and an 
old booth where you pay. However, 
everything is genuine and has quite a 
story of its own.

Greek immigrant Gus Flesor 
came to the U.S. in the late 1800s. 
A former shepherd and farmer, his 
family was poor, and he was look-
ing for a better life for all of them. 
He held many jobs and stumbled 
upon an opportunity to learn how to 
make candy. Gus eventually ended 
up in the small midwestern town 
of Tuscola where he and another 
fellow decided to go into business 
together. They bought the original 
brick building at the corner of Sale 

and Main streets, where the business 
still exists today. 

The Flesor children were raised 
making candy and operating the 
soda fountain. They learned to dip 
chocolates, make caramels and a 
wide variety of other treats. Gus’ son 
Paul and wife Betty operated candy 
stores on the east coast and moved 
back to Tuscola when Gus was no 
longer able to work. They and their 
three children carried on the Flesor 
tradition. 

In the 1970s, the economy took 
a turn for the worse. Businesses were 
closing and they were just barely 
holding on; candy and ice cream just 
weren’t enough. They attempted a 
full-scale restaurant, and even a bar, 
but to no avail. Sadly, they finally 
had to close the business, auction 
off the building and its contents, and 
turn the key in the lock for the last 
time. 

The new owner removed all of 
the contents and the building sat 

and slowly deteriorated. The roof 
leaked, and the original tin ceiling 
fell down. It sat there for more than 
20 years as the painted brick signage 
on its exterior slowly faded away. 

Almost 30 years passed before 
one of Gus’ granddaughters felt 
compelled to return to Tuscola. Ann 
Flesor Beck convinced her younger 
sister Devon Flesor Story to con-
sider reopening the old store. Devon 
admits she was a bit bored with 
her job and that Ann did a great 
job selling her idea. Both sisters are 
quite accomplished. Ann holds sev-
eral degrees, including a PhD, and 
Devon was an English instructor at 
Eastern Illinois University, but both 
felt it was time for a change. 

Ironically, just weeks before, 
Devon heard on the street that the 
original furnishings were still sitting 
in a warehouse. 

As far as the building, Devon 
refers to her English degree to 
describe it. “Remember Charles 
Dickens’ character Miss Havisham? 
She was jilted at the altar and after 
she wore her bridal gown all the 
time. Her house was covered with 
cobwebs and was falling down,” 
she explains. “That’s how I saw this 
place. No one had touched it and it 
was rotting from within.”

Devon and Ann 
dipping white 
chocolate turtles.

Recreating  the 
look—and the 
tastes—of a 
sweet shop 
from a century 
ago required 
learning some 
very old skills.
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Don’t take them home!
By Mike Roux

A  W I L D L I F E  S P E C I A L I S T  I N 

Springfield got a call recently from 
a concerned citizen who had a 
newborn white-tailed deer fawn. 
He gets these calls every year, just 
as does every office of the Illinois 
Department of Natural Resources 
(IDNR).

The fawn had been near a high-
way with its mother when traffic 
spooked the doe, and instinct took 
over. The doe bounded into nearby 
woods, a move that normally would 
draw a predator’s attention. The 

fawn dropped to the ground, where 
it lay stock still.

However, the fawn was in plain 
sight of the highway. Traffic stopped, 
and a well-intentioned motorist 
decided the fawn was abandoned 
and scooped it up and took it home. 
Then they called the IDNR.

The fawn was fine where it was. 
Left alone, the doe would have 
come back and led its young to a 

safer place. But now you have a wild 
animal out of its element, a nice 
person who has unwittingly broken 
the law, and decreasing chances of 
the fawn’s survival with every pass-
ing hour.

This situation plays out dozens 
of times each year, involving wildlife 
ranging from deer and opossums to 
robin chicks and tiny cottontail rab-
bits. People do not see the animals’ 
mothers nearby and decide the 
young are orphans. Thinking they 
are doing a good deed, they bring 

the animal home. But these well-
intentioned adoptions are not in the 
animals’ best interest.

Most young birds found on 
the ground have simply grown 
too big for their nests and are 
still being fed by their par-
ents. Young birds or mammals 
brought inside cannot survive 
on bread soaked in milk. Human 
food is no substitute for the 

natural foods they receive in the 
wild, which are often partially 
digested or otherwise prepared 
by parents.

Similar solutions are advis-
able for deer fawns, and other 
young wild animals found with-
out obvious parental supervision. 
Many wild parents do not act like 
humans, hovering around their 
young. A human mother would 
not leave a baby alone in clumps 
of grass, but this is normal behav-
ior for white-tailed deer. Does visit 
their fawns only long enough to 
nurse them. By staying away the 
rest of the time, they avoid drawing 
predators’ attention.

First, it is illegal to possess wild 
animals without a permit. More 
importantly, there are no approved 
vaccines to protect wild animals 
against rabies and other diseases, 
many of which can strike humans as 
well. Wild adoptions put people as 
well as animals at risk.

Parasites present another risk. 
One example is Baylisascaris pro-
cyonis, a common parasite of rac-
coons. Eight of 10 raccoons have 
this parasitic round worm, but they 
have a natural resistance. Humans 
do not. Baylisascaris can cause seri-
ous illness in people, particularly 
children.  

Even under the best of circum-
stances, most animals born in the 
wild don’t survive to adulthood. 
Most fall victim to disease, preda-
tors, inclement weather, or just bad 
luck. That is why they produce 
many more young each year than 
are needed to perpetuate their spe-
cies. Death is a necessary part of life 
in the wild.

This knowledge, along with an 
understanding of the dangers and 
problems involved, provide ample 
reason not to adopt wildlife.  

GREATOutdoors

Removing baby animals from their 
natural environment is seldom a 
good idea, even if you think you 
can help them. 
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The cooperative movement
Below are excerpts of NRECA President Phil Carson’s Feb. 27 address to members at the 2018 NRECA Annual 
Meeting in Nashville.
T H E  E L E C T R I C  C O O P E R AT I V E   M OV E M E N T  belongs to all of the people we serve today, all 
those we’ve served throughout history, and the millions of young people who are count-
ing on us to make sure the cooperative will still be strong and relevant to their lives 
when it’s their turn to chase the American dream. 

In a movement, your work never stops. There’s always some part of our operation 
that can be improved, and even when we aren’t creating new  programs or services, there’s 
always maintenance to be done. 

I’ve spent a lot of time  thinking about leadership and talking with trusted friends 
and industry  colleagues. One introduced me to a management philosophy called 
Cathedral Thinking, which takes its name from the ornate houses of  worship that 
often took hundreds of years to complete. The majority of workers who built these 
magnificent structures weren’t alive to witness either the ground-breaking or the 
 ribbon cutting. For generation after generation, workers came to the  jobsite and sac-
rificed their bodies to the  grueling task at hand. They found satis faction in their leg-
acy, and their work is still standing and nourishing souls. 

We weren’t around for the start of the electric cooperative movement, but after a few 
passes of the torch, we’re now the ones entrusted to keep the movement strong.

As we build on the strong foun dation we inherited, we must  consider the legacy we will 
leave for the  generation that follows us. We are experiencing a once-in-a-lifetime industry 
transformation, and we get to help decide what that future will be. A once-in-a-lifetime 
transfor mation is exciting, but it’s also disruptive, uncomfortable and exhausting. 

My co-op in south-central Illinois is grappling with the same issues you are; issues 
like the onward push of  distributed energy resources and the need for broadband in our 
 communities. But when it comes to big questions that will impact our co-ops for years to 
come, I’m going to suggest to you that we don’t necessarily need all the answers. What we 
need are the right people committed to the right principles. 

I’ve observed there are two key skill-sets required to meet our leader ship obligations at 
our co-ops: steward ship and vision, and they must be in balance. 

Stewards are the caretakers of the cooperative and its assets. Our co-ops are vital civic 
institutions, and without the services we provide, our  communities will die. Stewards 
recog nize the gravity of this  mission, and bring a measured, analytical,  reasoned approach 
to our board room discussions. 

In contrast, visionaries are perhaps a bit more in tune with the needs and expectations 
of the average member, both what they need today and what they will need in the years to 
come. Visionaries like to dream about the possibilities before us, and they’re willing to take 
risks to try new ideas. Not change for the sake of change but change for the sake of our 
members.

Both roles are important, and when we get the mix right,  stewards and visionaries 
bring out the best in each other. Stewards will challenge visionaries to  carefully analyze all 
the variables before making a change, and visionaries will challenge  stewards to consider 
the case for pursuing a new idea or oppor tunity and the risks of not acting. 

Visionaries will make the case for the co-op aggressively  exploring ways to bring 
broadband to our  members because our communities need this service to survive and 
to grow. Stewards will speak out strongly about a legitimate business case and a  careful 
analysis of what this means to the co-op’s financial health. Together, stewards and 
visionaries keep the co-op balanced, focused and strong.

I want to make sure before I hang up my chisel as NRECA president that the last stone 
I set is perfectly level, plumb and square for those who follow me and who will themselves 
make their own contribution to our movement. The only reason we even exist is because 

Phil Carson is NRECA board 
president and vice president 
of the Tri‑County Electric 
Cooperative board.
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The cooperative movement
Below are excerpts of NRECA President Phil Carson’s 
Feb. 27 address to members at the 2018 NRECA Annual 
Meeting in Nashville.

T H E  E L E C T R I C  C O O P E R AT I V E   M OV E M E N T  belongs 
to all of the people we serve today, all those 
we’ve served throughout history, and the mil-
lions of young people who are counting on us to 
make sure the cooperative will still be strong and 
relevant to their lives when it’s their turn to chase 

the American dream. 
In a movement, your work never 

stops. There’s always some part of 
our operation that can be improved, 
and even when we aren’t creating 
new  programs or services, there’s 
always maintenance to be done. 

I’ve spent a lot of time  thinking 
about leadership and talking 
with trusted friends and industry 
 colleagues. One introduced me to 
a management philosophy called 
Cathedral Thinking, which takes 
its name from the ornate houses of 
 worship that often took hundreds 

of years to complete. The majority of workers 
who built these magnificent structures weren’t 
alive to witness either the ground-breaking or 
the  ribbon cutting. For generation after genera-
tion, workers came to the  jobsite and sacrificed 
their bodies to the  grueling task at hand. They 
found satis faction in their legacy, and their 
work is still standing and nourishing souls. 

We weren’t around for the start of the electric 
cooperative movement, but after a few passes of 
the torch, we’re now the ones entrusted to keep 
the movement strong.

As we build on the strong foun dation we 
inherited, we must  consider the legacy we will 
leave for the  generation that follows us. We are 
experiencing a once-in-a-lifetime industry trans-
formation, and we get to help decide what that 
future will be. A once-in-a-lifetime transfor mation 
is exciting, but it’s also disruptive, uncomfortable 
and exhausting. 

My co-op in south-central Illinois is grap-
pling with the same issues you are; issues like the 
onward push of  distributed energy resources and 
the need for broadband in our  communities. But 
when it comes to big questions that will impact 
our co-ops for years to come, I’m going to sug-
gest to you that we don’t necessarily need all the 

answers. What we need are the right people com-
mitted to the right principles. 

I’ve observed there are two key skill-sets 
required to meet our leader ship obligations at our 
co-ops: steward ship and vision, and they must be 
in balance. 

Stewards are the caretakers of the cooperative 
and its assets. Our co-ops are vital civic institu-
tions, and without the services we provide, our 
 communities will die. Stewards recog nize the 
gravity of this  mission, and bring a measured, 
analytical,  reasoned approach to our board room 
discussions. 

In contrast, visionaries are perhaps a bit more 
in tune with the needs and expectations of the 
average member, both what they need today 
and what they will need in the years to come. 
Visionaries like to dream about the possibilities 
before us, and they’re willing to take risks to try 
new ideas. Not change for the sake of change but 
change for the sake of our members.

Both roles are important, and when we get the 
mix right,  stewards and visionaries bring out the 
best in each other. Stewards will challenge vision-
aries to  carefully analyze all the variables before 
making a change, and visionaries will challenge 
 stewards to consider the case for pursuing a new 
idea or oppor tunity and the risks of not acting. 

Visionaries will make the case for the co-op 
aggressively  exploring ways to bring broadband 
to our  members because our communities need 
this service to survive and to grow. Stewards will 
speak out strongly about a legitimate business 
case and a  careful analysis of what this means 
to the co-op’s financial health. Together, stew-
ards and visionaries keep the co-op balanced, 
focused and strong.

I want to make sure before I hang up my chisel 
as NRECA president that the last stone I set is 
perfectly level, plumb and square for those who 
follow me and who will themselves make their 
own contribution to our movement. The only rea-
son we even exist is because everybody else said 
serving our communities would be too hard, to 
which we replied “watch us.” 

We’re part of a movement. What makes us 
special is our mission to improve the lives of the 
people and places we serve, and the motivation 
to act because it’s the right thing to do. I don’t 
foresee either of those things EVER changing as 
long as there are co-ops. 

Phil Carson is NRECA board 
president and vice president 
of the Tri‑County Electric 
Cooperative board.
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The cooperative movement
Below are excerpts of NRECA President Phil Carson’s 
Feb. 27 address to members at the 2018 NRECA Annual 
Meeting in Nashville.

T H E  E L E C T R I C  C O O P E R AT I V E   M OV E M E N T  belongs 
to all of the people we serve today, all those 
we’ve served throughout history, and the mil-
lions of young people who are counting on us to 
make sure the cooperative will still be strong and 
relevant to their lives when it’s their turn to chase 

the American dream. 
In a movement, your work never 

stops. There’s always some part of 
our operation that can be improved, 
and even when we aren’t creating 
new  programs or services, there’s 
always maintenance to be done. 

I’ve spent a lot of time  thinking 
about leadership and talking 
with trusted friends and industry 
 colleagues. One introduced me to 
a management philosophy called 
Cathedral Thinking, which takes 
its name from the ornate houses of 
 worship that often took hundreds 

of years to complete. The majority of workers 
who built these magnificent structures weren’t 
alive to witness either the ground-breaking or 
the  ribbon cutting. For generation after genera-
tion, workers came to the  jobsite and sacrificed 
their bodies to the  grueling task at hand. They 
found satis faction in their legacy, and their 
work is still standing and nourishing souls. 

We weren’t around for the start of the electric 
cooperative movement, but after a few passes of 
the torch, we’re now the ones entrusted to keep 
the movement strong.

As we build on the strong foun dation we 
inherited, we must  consider the legacy we will 
leave for the  generation that follows us. We are 
experiencing a once-in-a-lifetime industry trans-
formation, and we get to help decide what that 
future will be. A once-in-a-lifetime transfor mation 
is exciting, but it’s also disruptive, uncomfortable 
and exhausting. 

My co-op in south-central Illinois is grap-
pling with the same issues you are; issues like the 
onward push of  distributed energy resources and 
the need for broadband in our  communities. But 
when it comes to big questions that will impact 
our co-ops for years to come, I’m going to sug-
gest to you that we don’t necessarily need all the 

answers. What we need are the right people com-
mitted to the right principles. 

I’ve observed there are two key skill-sets 
required to meet our leader ship obligations at our 
co-ops: steward ship and vision, and they must be 
in balance. 

Stewards are the caretakers of the cooperative 
and its assets. Our co-ops are vital civic institu-
tions, and without the services we provide, our 
 communities will die. Stewards recog nize the 
gravity of this  mission, and bring a measured, 
analytical,  reasoned approach to our board room 
discussions. 

In contrast, visionaries are perhaps a bit more 
in tune with the needs and expectations of the 
average member, both what they need today 
and what they will need in the years to come. 
Visionaries like to dream about the possibilities 
before us, and they’re willing to take risks to try 
new ideas. Not change for the sake of change but 
change for the sake of our members.

Both roles are important, and when we get the 
mix right,  stewards and visionaries bring out the 
best in each other. Stewards will challenge vision-
aries to  carefully analyze all the variables before 
making a change, and visionaries will challenge 
 stewards to consider the case for pursuing a new 
idea or oppor tunity and the risks of not acting. 

Visionaries will make the case for the co-op 
aggressively  exploring ways to bring broadband 
to our  members because our communities need 
this service to survive and to grow. Stewards will 
speak out strongly about a legitimate business 
case and a  careful analysis of what this means 
to the co-op’s financial health. Together, stew-
ards and visionaries keep the co-op balanced, 
focused and strong.

I want to make sure before I hang up my chisel 
as NRECA president that the last stone I set is 
perfectly level, plumb and square for those who 
follow me and who will themselves make their 
own contribution to our movement. The only rea-
son we even exist is because everybody else said 
serving our communities would be too hard, to 
which we replied “watch us.” 

We’re part of a movement. What makes us 
special is our mission to improve the lives of the 
people and places we serve, and the motivation 
to act because it’s the right thing to do. I don’t 
foresee either of those things EVER changing as 
long as there are co-ops. 
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subscribing cooperatives and $12 
per year for all others. Periodical 
 postage paid at Springfield, Illinois, 
and  additional mailing offices. 

POSTMASTER: Send address changes 
to: Illinois Country Living, P.O. Box 
3787, Springfield, IL 62708.

ADVERTISING: Acceptance of 
advertising by the magazine does 
not imply  endorsement by the 
publisher or the electric cooperatives 
of Illinois of the product or service 
advertised. Illinois Country Living is not 
responsible for the performance of 
the product or service advertised.

www.touchstoneenergy.com

The Association of Illinois 
Electric Cooperatives and 25 
Illinois electric cooperatives are 
members of Touchstone Energy, 
a national  alliance of 750 electric 
 cooperatives. Touchstone Energy 
cooperative employees adhere 
to four core values — integrity, 
accountability, innovation and 
commitment to community.

The cooperative movement
Below are excerpts of NRECA President Phil Carson’s 
Feb. 27 address to members at the 2018 NRECA Annual 
Meeting in Nashville.

T H E  E L E C T R I C  C O O P E R AT I V E   M OV E M E N T  belongs 
to all of the people we serve today, all those 
we’ve served throughout history, and the mil-
lions of young people who are counting on us to 
make sure the cooperative will still be strong and 
relevant to their lives when it’s their turn to chase 

the American dream. 
In a movement, your work never 

stops. There’s always some part of 
our operation that can be improved, 
and even when we aren’t creating 
new  programs or services, there’s 
always maintenance to be done. 

I’ve spent a lot of time  thinking 
about leadership and talking 
with trusted friends and industry 
 colleagues. One introduced me to 
a management philosophy called 
Cathedral Thinking, which takes 
its name from the ornate houses of 
 worship that often took hundreds 

of years to complete. The majority of workers 
who built these magnificent structures weren’t 
alive to witness either the ground-breaking or 
the  ribbon cutting. For generation after genera-
tion, workers came to the  jobsite and sacrificed 
their bodies to the  grueling task at hand. They 
found satis faction in their legacy, and their 
work is still standing and nourishing souls. 

We weren’t around for the start of the electric 
cooperative movement, but after a few passes of 
the torch, we’re now the ones entrusted to keep 
the movement strong.

As we build on the strong foun dation we 
inherited, we must  consider the legacy we will 
leave for the  generation that follows us. We are 
experiencing a once-in-a-lifetime industry trans-
formation, and we get to help decide what that 
future will be. A once-in-a-lifetime transfor mation 
is exciting, but it’s also disruptive, uncomfortable 
and exhausting. 

My co-op in south-central Illinois is grap-
pling with the same issues you are; issues like the 
onward push of  distributed energy resources and 
the need for broadband in our  communities. But 
when it comes to big questions that will impact 
our co-ops for years to come, I’m going to sug-
gest to you that we don’t necessarily need all the 

answers. What we need are the right people com-
mitted to the right principles. 

I’ve observed there are two key skill-sets 
required to meet our leader ship obligations at our 
co-ops: steward ship and vision, and they must be 
in balance. 

Stewards are the caretakers of the cooperative 
and its assets. Our co-ops are vital civic institu-
tions, and without the services we provide, our 
 communities will die. Stewards recog nize the 
gravity of this  mission, and bring a measured, 
analytical,  reasoned approach to our board room 
discussions. 

In contrast, visionaries are perhaps a bit more 
in tune with the needs and expectations of the 
average member, both what they need today 
and what they will need in the years to come. 
Visionaries like to dream about the possibilities 
before us, and they’re willing to take risks to try 
new ideas. Not change for the sake of change but 
change for the sake of our members.

Both roles are important, and when we get the 
mix right,  stewards and visionaries bring out the 
best in each other. Stewards will challenge vision-
aries to  carefully analyze all the variables before 
making a change, and visionaries will challenge 
 stewards to consider the case for pursuing a new 
idea or oppor tunity and the risks of not acting. 

Visionaries will make the case for the co-op 
aggressively  exploring ways to bring broadband 
to our  members because our communities need 
this service to survive and to grow. Stewards will 
speak out strongly about a legitimate business 
case and a  careful analysis of what this means 
to the co-op’s financial health. Together, stew-
ards and visionaries keep the co-op balanced, 
focused and strong.

I want to make sure before I hang up my chisel 
as NRECA president that the last stone I set is 
perfectly level, plumb and square for those who 
follow me and who will themselves make their 
own contribution to our movement. The only rea-
son we even exist is because everybody else said 
serving our communities would be too hard, to 
which we replied “watch us.” 

We’re part of a movement. What makes us 
special is our mission to improve the lives of the 
people and places we serve, and the motivation 
to act because it’s the right thing to do. I don’t 
foresee either of those things EVER changing as 
long as there are co-ops. 

Phil Carson is NRECA board 
president and vice president 
of the Tri‑County Electric 
Cooperative board.
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Jim Thompson is presented his award by Nancy McDonald. 

Thompson receives 
leadership award
Adams Electric Cooperative (AEC) General 
Manager Jim Thompson received the Illinois 
Cooperative Council’s (ICC) Outstanding 
Cooperative Manager Award at the AEC’s office 
on Monday, February 19.

For more than 30 years, efforts of the Illinois 
Cooperative Council have promoted a posi-
tive climate for cooperatives and helped to edu-
cate the public about the value and importance 
of  cooperatives in our everyday lives. Each year 
the  council presents awards in four outstanding 
leadership  categories: Director, Manager/CEO, 
Educator and Friend.

Thompson was selected for the award for his 
commitment to excellence at Adams Electric.

Always keeping  members in mind, he focuses 
on  providing safe, reliable and affordable electric 
service, and on  providing the co-op’s employees 
and staff with  education necessary to  provide the 
best possible member service.

AEC is also known for its  community com-
mitment. The  cooperative has been a driving force 
behind the Adams County Great River Economic 
Development Foundation and Adams County 
United Way and has supported many  community 
 projects and programs through its Penny Power 
program.

Thompson has shown  cooperation among 
 cooperatives through the expansion of electric 
service internationally by  providing employees 
and materials for overseas projects and by  sending 
line crews and equipment to cooperatives in-state 

and out-of-state to help restore power during 
outages.

Nancy McDonald, vice  president of mem-
ber  services at the Association of Illinois Electric 
Cooperatives (AIEC), and an ICC director, 
says, “Under Jim Thompson’s leadership, Adams 
Electric Cooperative is a model  cooperative. His 
efforts are admired by his  cooperative peers..” 

U of I recipient of  
federal funding
The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Office 
of Fossil Energy (FE) and the National Energy 
Technology Laboratory (NETL) have selected 
nine projects to receive approximately $6.5 mil-
lion in federal funding. The University of Illinois 
is the recipient of $1,073,811 in research funds 
for large pilot testing of Linde/BASF Advanced 
Post-Combustion CO2 Capture Technology at a 
coal-fired power plant.

This funding opportunity announcement, 
issued in August 2017, is a $50 million funding 
opportunity for  projects supporting cost-shared 
research and development to design, construct, 
and operate two large-scale pilots to demonstrate 

transformational coal technologies.
DOE has supported a range of potentially 

transfor mational coal technologies aimed at 
enabling step-change improvements in coal- 
powered systems. Some of these technologies 
are now ready to  proceed to the large- scale pilot 
stage of development. 

The University of Illinois, Champaign, project 
will design,  construct, and operate an advanced 
post-combustion carbon 

Illinois Governor’s 
Mansion Association 
announces 
re-opening date
After two years of an extensive 
privately-funded renovation, the 
Illinois Governor’s Mansion will 
reopen to the public on July 14, 
2018, Illinois’ First Lady Diana 
Rauner announced at the annual 
Illinois Governor’s Conference on 
Travel & Tourism.

“Bruce and I made a promise 
to the people of Illinois to renovate 
the Governor’s Mansion to restore 
the pride in this historic building,” 
said First Lady Diana Rauner, chair 
of the Illinois Governor’s Mansion 
Association. “With an all new visi-
tor experience, expanded acces-
sibility, and updated programming, 
we know the Governor’s Mansion 
will be a must-see destination for 
tourists and Illinois residents to 
visit again and again.”

The renovation, funded 
entirely with private dollars, 
makes it a usable residence for 
Illinois governors. When it reopens 
this summer, it will offer visitors a 
completely reimagined experience 
with a new look that is both stately 
and richly inviting. 

The two-year renovation of the Illinois 
Governor’s Mansion is in its final stages 
and is scheduled to reopen in July.

Kevin O’Brien, Director of 
the Illinois Sustainable 
Technology Center at 
the University of Illinois, 
explains the  importance 
of the center’s work 
in carbon capture 
technology. 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 8
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Budget deal extends energy tax credits
The two-year budget deal signed by President 
Trump Feb. 9 extends energy tax incentives 
for geothermal resources, development of car-
bon capture technologies and advanced nuclear 
power, and it adds billions of dollars for natural 
disaster recovery and infrastructure projects.

“The energy tax incentives contained in the 
budget bill will help co-ops improve the quality 
of life in rural America and keep electricity costs 
affordable,” said Kirk Johnson, NRECA senior 
vice president, government  relations. “The infra-
structure funding is also welcome news, and we 
will continue  encouraging Congress to invest 
those funds in rural infrastructure.”

Under the budget agreement, electric coopera-
tive  members may continue to earn a tax credit 
for geo thermal energy technologies at homes and 
businesses through 2021. Members of about 40 
percent of America’s electric co-ops have earned 
geothermal tax credits by making highly effi-
cient geothermal heat pumps affordable to their 
members.

The budget bill also advances the current car-
bon capture tax credit by expanding its construc-
tion start requirement from five to seven years 
and extending the time to claim the credit from 
10 to 12 years.

U.S. infrastructure projects will get a lift from 
the budget deal, which commits $20  billion over 
two years toward rural broadband, energy, water, 
wastewater,  surface trans- portation and capi-
tal projects. NRECA CEO Jim Matheson sent a 

 letter to Senate and House appropriators on Feb. 
9 recommending that $2.5 billion be dedicated to 
rural broadband projects this year.

With natural disasters at historic proportions 
in 2017, lawmakers agreed to beef up federal aid 
to $89.3 billion for the next two fiscal years. The 
budget bill allocates $23.5 billion to the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency’s disaster relief 
fund. Portions of this money will be made avail-
able for infrastructure rebuilding by co-ops, 
among other entities.  Cathy Cash, NRECA
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“ The energy tax incentives contained in 
the budget bill will help co‑ops improve 
the quality of life in rural America and 
keep electricity costs affordable.”

APRIL 
CHECKL I ST

Replace your 
furnace filter. It 
should be changed 
a minimum of every 

three months. Some filter 
styles need to be replaced 
even more often, especially if 
you’ve got pets in the house.

Take advantage 
of pleasant spring 
weather. Prep for the 
coming summer heat and 
humidity by replacing 
cracking caulk and adding 
weatherstripping to seal 
air leaks around leaky 
doors and windows.

Trim trees... 
carefully! Make  
sure branches are well away 
from electric lines feeding 
your home and outbuildings.

Tip of the month: Use 
wool dryer balls to save 
energy with every load 
of laundry. As they tumble 
with your clothes, the balls help 
separate clothing in the cycle, 
providing better airflow and a 
shorter drying time, and they 

absorb moisture, 
which also reduces 
drying time.

Source: energy.gov
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FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE 20%

OFF

SUPER COUPON
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ITEM   69227/62116
62584/68048 shown

 $8799$8799 

• Lifts from 5" to 18-1/4"
• Weighs 74 lbs.

SUPER COUPON

COMPARE TO
POWERBUILT

$13527
MODEL: 647593

$8799 99 

NOWNOWNOW

$74
99

Customer Rating

SAVE 
$60

 RAPID PUMP® 3 TON HEAVY DUTY 
STEEL FLOOR JACK 

7 FUNCTION 
DIGITAL 

MULTIMETER

ITEM 63604/63758
98025/69096/63759/90899 shown

• 3.5" LCD Display
• Battery Included

COMPARE TO
PROSKIT
$1351
MODEL: MT-1210

Customer Rating

ITEM 62915/60600 shown

AIRLESS 
PAINT SPRAYER KIT

SAVE 
$129

 $2149921499 

SUPER 
COUPON

COMPARE TO
GRACO

$299
MODEL: 262800

NOWNOWNOW

$169
99 NOWNOWNOW

$99
99

 1 TON CAPACITY 
FOLDABLE SHOP CRANE 

ITEM 69512/61858/69445 shown

SAVE 
$80

• Boom extends from
36-1/4" to 50-1/4"

• Crane height adjusts
from 82" to 94"Customer Rating

 $17999$17999 99 99 

SUPER 
COUPON

 1000 LB. CAPACITY 
MOTORCYCLE LIFT 

ITEM  69904/68892  shown

Customer Rating

SAVE 
$500

• Diamond plate steel platform and ramp
• Lift range: 7" to 29-1/2"

COMPARE TO
DIRECT-LIFT

$79999
MODEL: 873100

NOWNOWNOW

$299
99

 $42999$42999 

SUPER 
COUPON

 $1599915915999 

ITEM 63297

10 FT. x 10 FT. PORTABLE SHED

SUPER COUPON

COMPARE TO
SHELTER LOGIC

$23689
MODEL: 70333

SAVE 
$96

$159

NOWNOWNOW

$139
99

Customer Rating

SAVE 
59%  $5799$$5799 

ITEM 69269/97080 shown

ITEM   60637/61615
95275 shown

A. HOT DOG

B. PANCAKE

$39
99

YOUR CHOICE

A

B

3 GALLON,  100 PSI OIL-FREE 
AIR COMPRESSORS 

• Air delivery:
0.6 CFM @ 90 PSI
1 CFM @ 40 PSI

SUPER 
COUPON

COMPARE TO
PORTER-CABLE

$9862
MODEL: PCFP02003

Customer Rating

 $7499974999 

ITEM   63584  

3500 WATT SUPER QUIET 
INVERTER GENERATOR

SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating

NOWNOW

$699
99

COMPARE TO
HONDA

$1,999
MODEL: EU3000IS1A

SAVE $1299

SUPER 
COUPON
72" x 80" 
MOVING 

BLANKET

SAVE 
70%

ITEM  69505/62418/66537 shown 

COMPARE TO
BLUE HAWK
$1999
MODEL: 77280

 $899$8$ 99 

NOWNOW

$599

Customer Rating
NOWNOWNOW

$79
99

SUPER 
COUPON

ITEM 63255/63254 shown

SAVE 
$99

 1750 PSI ELECTRIC
PRESSURE WASHER 
• 1.3 GPM
• Adjustable 

spray nozzle

COMPARE TO
BRIGGS & 
STRATTON

$17933
MODEL: 20600  $9999$9999 

Customer Rating

SUPER 
COUPON

ITEM 62281
61637 shown

 29 PIECE 
TITANIUM 

DRILL BIT SET 
Customer Rating Customer Rating

SAVE 
83%

COMPARE TO
DEWALT
$60
MODEL: DW1369  $1799$17$ 99 $17

NOWNOW

$99
9

STEP STOOL/
WORKING PLATFORM

SAVE 
65%  $2999$29$ 99 

Customer Rating

SUPER 
COUPON

• 350 lb. 
capacity

COMPARE TO
GPL

$5755
MODEL: H-21

ITEM 62515/66911 shown

$2999 99 

NOWNOWNOW

$19
99

ITEM 63284

SAVE 
$79

40 VOLT LITHIUM CORDLESS 
BRUSHLESS BLOWER

COMPARE TO
DEWALT

$199
MODEL: DCBL790B

 $1399913999 99 99 NOWNOWNOW

$119
99

SUPER COUPON
Customer Rating

 $1399$$1399 

• Great outdoor accent lighting
• Super bright light

SUPER COUPON
 SOLAR ROPE LIGHT 

ITEM 62533/63941/68353 shown

SAVE 
66%$1399 SAVE 

NOWNOWNOW

$99
9

COMPARE TO
HAMPTON BAY

$2997
MODEL:  82056-055SR

SUPER COUPON

SAVE 
67%

 1500 WATT DUAL 
TEMPERATURE HEAT GUN 

(572°/1112°) 

ITEM 62340/62546 
63104/96289 shown

COMPARE TO
BLACK & DECKER

$2806
MODEL: HG1300

 $1499$$1499 

NOWNOW

$89
9

Customer Rating

SUPER 
COUPON

 $10999$10999 

125 AMP FLUX-CORE  
WELDER

ITEM  63583/63582  shown

SAVE 
$80

EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED
TO WELD

COMPARE TO
IRONTON

$17999
MODEL: 45433

$10999 10999 

NOWNOWNOW

$99
99

Customer Rating

 $19499$19499 

SUPER 
COUPON

• Laser guide

COMPARE TO
KOBALT

$299
MODEL: SM3055LW Blade sold 

separately.ITEM 61969/61970/ 69684 shown 

Customer Rating

SAVE 
$169

$19499 99 

NOWNOWNOW

$129
99

12" SLIDING 
COMPOUND 

DOUBLE-BEVEL 
MITER SAW

Customer Rating

SAVE 
50%

9 PIECE, 1/4", 3/8" AND 
1/2" DRIVE WOBBLE SOCKET 

EXTENSION SET

ITEM 61278/67971 shown

SUPER COUPON

LIFETIME WARRANTY

COMPARE TO
KLUTCH

$1999
MODEL: 40033

 $1499$$1499 $14

NOWNOW

$99
9

 $1999919999 

 30", 5 DRAWER 
MECHANIC’S CART S

• 8100 cu. in. of storage
• 700 lb. capacity
• Weighs 139 lbs.ITEM 64031

$169
99

YOUR CHOICE
OF COLOR

ITEM 64032/64030/64033 shown

ITEM   64061/64059/64060 shown 

SAVE 
$1005

COMPARE TO
SNAP-ON

$1,175
MODEL: KRSC33APBO

SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating
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dioxide (CO2) capture system at a coal-fired 
power plant. In Phase I, the University of Illinois 
will complete a  feasibility study and select a host 
site; all in an effort to dramatically reduce CO2 
from coal plants. Illinois has a large interest in the 
research. Affordable coal generation helps keep 
Illinois’ electricity rates below the national aver-
age. And Illinois is a major coal producer with the 
fourth largest reserves in the U.S. 

Wabash Valley Power 
Association completes 
99MW solar agreement 
Wabash Valley Power Association (WVPA) will 
be the sole buyer of the energy produced from 
the Prairie State Solar Project, a 99-megawatt 
(MW) array to be built on privately owned land 
in Perry County, Illinois. WVPA member co-ops 
will benefit from a recently completed long-term 
agreement to purchase the energy and capacity 
generated by what will be the largest solar array 
ever built in the state of Illinois.

New York-based Ranger Power, a utility-scale 
solar development company, will build the array, 
which will produce enough electricity to power 
nearly 15,000 homes. Groundbreaking is sched-
uled to occur in late 2019 with commercial opera-
tions beginning in 2021. 

The Prairie State Solar Project will more than 
double the statewide solar capacity in Illinois. The 
Solar Energy Industries Association reports that 
installed solar projects statewide collectively total 
81.5 MW.

“As a cooperative, we strive to enter into agree-
ments that have a positive impact for everyone 
involved, particularly in the communities that we 
serve,” said Jay Bartlett, CEO of Wabash Valley 
Power. “Our agreement with Ranger Power is a 
landmark, large-scale solar 

Regarding your editorial “Trump’s Big Public Works Dig” 

(Feb. 13): Congress should prioritize rural broadband 

deployment in any infrastructure package. Access to broadband 

is essential for education, health care and business,  including 

access to global markets. But at least 23 million rural Americans 

lack access to high-speed internet. Rural America already 

faces stiff economic challenges. Less than 15 percent of 

American  businesses are located in rural areas and small towns. 

Inadequate high-speed internet access is making the problem 

worse and contributing to the exodus of talented, young 

people. The convergence of new tech nology and partnerships 

has made rural broadband deployment more  achievable than 

ever, but high costs remain the  biggest obstacle. The  widening 

digital divide is a national crisis deserving a national response. 

A federal grant and loan package — using funding from the 

budget  agreement — is necessary to stop the rural decline and 

connect rural America.

Jim Matheson CEO,  
National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, Arlington, Va. 

The Wall Street Journal recently published a letter to the editor from NRECA 
CEO Jim Matheson emphasizing the need for a significant federal investment 
in rural broadband infrastructure, including grants and loans. Matheson urged 
Congress to make rural broadband deployment a priority. NRECA is urging 
Congress to provide at least $2.5 billion for rural broadband in the fiscal year 
2018 spending package. Below is Matheson’s letter:

Broadband a  
necessity for 
rural America

CURRENTS
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project demonstrating the future of renewable 
energy growth.”

Wabash Valley Power, located in Indianapolis, 
 supplies electricity to 23 not-for-profit electric 
distribution  cooperatives located throughout 
Illinois, Missouri and Indiana. Collectively, these 
cooperatives serve more than 311,000 homes, 
farms, schools and businesses. Wabash Valley 
electric distribution cooperative members include 
three Illinois cooperatives: Corn Belt Energy, 
MJM Electric Cooperative and EnerStar Electric 
Cooperative.

Ranger Power has been engaged with state and 
county officials throughout the development of 
the project. “We’re excited to be one step closer 
to moving forward with this meaningful invest-
ment in our county which will support new jobs 
and new revenues for our community to invest in 
schools, roads, and bridges,” said State Rep. Terri 
Bryant (R-Murphysboro).

The new array will represent a nearly $100 
million new investment in southwestern Illinois 
that also will contribute millions in tax revenue 
without requiring additional public infrastructure 
or services. The Prairie State Solar Project sup-
ports the objectives of the Future Energy Jobs 
Act, an Illinois law that went into effect last year 
requiring at least 4,300 MW of new solar and 
wind energy to be built in the state by 2030. The 
new solar project also supports the law’s job cre-
ation initiative by creating an estimated 200 jobs 
during the construction phase and 3 to 5 full-time 
 positions once the site is operational.  

A global competition  
for CO2 solutions
Later this year, five teams of scientists and engi-
neers from around the world will relocate their 
laboratories to a patchwork of gravel lots next to 
a coal-fired power plant in northeast Wyoming.  
Their mission: Nothing less than finding ben-
eficial ways to capture and reuse carbon dioxide 
before it’s released into the Earth’s atmosphere.

The teams are competing for the NRG Cosia 
Carbon XPRIZE and a share of $20 million in 
grants promised to scientists who develop “trans-
formational approaches to converting carbon 
dioxide emissions into valuable products.”

Dry Fork Station, a power plant owned by 
North Dakota’s Basin Electric Power Cooperative, 
is one of two test sites for the competition, which 
is financially supported by another co-op, Tri-State 
Generation and Transmission Association based 
in Colorado, as well as the National Rural Electric 
Cooperatives Association (NRECA). The final 
prizes will be awarded in 2020.

Teams will capture carbon dioxide produced 
by the plant and attempt to turn it into useful 
products, says Dan Walsh, NRECA’s senior power 
supply and generation director. If they are success-
ful, the technologies developed could be applied 
to any carbon-based fuel including natural gas and 
gasoline.

“We have to do something, not just for power, 
but for the planet to come up with a way to utilize 
carbon dioxide in a beneficial way,” says Walsh. 
“The electric power industry is no longer the larg-
est generator of carbon. The transportation indus-
try now owns that title.”

The XPRIZE teams at the Wyoming site are 
taking a variety of approaches to reusing carbon 
dioxide. BREATHE, a team from India, is working 
to produce methanol, which can be used as a liq-
uid fuel. C4X, a team from China, will be develop-
ing new ways to produce  plastics. Carbon Capture 
Machine (Scotland), CarbonCure (Canada) and 
Carbon Upcycling UCLA (USA) will all work on 
turning CO2 into construction materials.

For more on the Carbon XPRIZE and the 
teams competing, visit carbon.xprize.org. 
Paul Wesslund, NRECA

Basin Electric Power Cooperative’s 
Dry Fork Station in North Dakota is 
one of two test sites for the Carbon 
XPRIZE competition.
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Solar’s abundance and 
potential throughout 
the United States is 
staggering: PV panels 
on just 0.6% of the 
nation’s total land area 
could supply enough 
electricity to power the 
entire United States.
Source: Energy.gov/National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory and U.S. Department of 
Energy. SunShot Vision Study. Feb. 2012. 
pp.4-5. See: http://energy.gov/eere/sunshot/
sunshot-vision-study.

Their mission: finding beneficial ways 
to capture and reuse carbon dioxide.

CURRENTS
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Currents uses a 3-4-4 unit 
configuration. 

 LBecause there isn’t as much white 
space here as other departments, the 
opening spread uses a lower hangline. 
 LStories run consecutively with 
continued lines as needed. 
 LThese pages should offer lots of 
variety in presentation. 
 LBreaking out some stories into 
sidebars, running large callouts, using a 
variety of photos and illustration—these 
are meant to offer easy entry points 
when scanning and keep the reader 
engaged once they’re hooked.
 LA monthly checklist, focusing on 
seasonal energy-related tasks, tips 
and suggestions, runs on the outside 
right or left of the opening spread. It 
becomes an anticipated touchstone 
for readers, and addresses the ICL 
mission. 
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Jim Thompson is presented his award by Nancy McDonald. 

Thompson receives 
leadership award
Adams Electric Cooperative (AEC) General 
Manager Jim Thompson received the Illinois 
Cooperative Council’s (ICC) Outstanding 
Cooperative Manager Award at the AEC’s office 
on Monday, February 19.

For more than 30 years, efforts of the Illinois 
Cooperative Council have promoted a posi-
tive climate for cooperatives and helped to edu-
cate the public about the value and importance 
of  cooperatives in our everyday lives. Each year 
the  council presents awards in four outstanding 
leadership  categories: Director, Manager/CEO, 
Educator and Friend.

Thompson was selected for the award for his 
commitment to excellence at Adams Electric.

Always keeping  members in mind, he focuses 
on  providing safe, reliable and affordable electric 
service, and on  providing the co-op’s employees 
and staff with  education necessary to  provide the 
best possible member service.

AEC is also known for its  community com-
mitment. The  cooperative has been a driving force 
behind the Adams County Great River Economic 
Development Foundation and Adams County 
United Way and has supported many  community 
 projects and programs through its Penny Power 
program.

Thompson has shown  cooperation among 
 cooperatives through the expansion of electric 
service internationally by  providing employees 
and materials for overseas projects and by  sending 
line crews and equipment to cooperatives in-state 

and out-of-state to help restore power during 
outages.

Nancy McDonald, vice  president of mem-
ber  services at the Association of Illinois Electric 
Cooperatives (AIEC), and an ICC director, 
says, “Under Jim Thompson’s leadership, Adams 
Electric Cooperative is a model  cooperative. His 
efforts are admired by his  cooperative peers..” 

U of I recipient of  
federal funding
The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Office 
of Fossil Energy (FE) and the National Energy 
Technology Laboratory (NETL) have selected 
nine projects to receive approximately $6.5 mil-
lion in federal funding. The University of Illinois 
is the recipient of $1,073,811 in research funds 
for large pilot testing of Linde/BASF Advanced 
Post-Combustion CO2 Capture Technology at a 
coal-fired power plant.

This funding opportunity announcement, 
issued in August 2017, is a $50 million funding 
opportunity for  projects supporting cost-shared 
research and development to design, construct, 
and operate two large-scale pilots to demonstrate 

transformational coal technologies.
DOE has supported a range of potentially 

transfor mational coal technologies aimed at 
enabling step-change improvements in coal- 
powered systems. Some of these technologies 
are now ready to  proceed to the large- scale pilot 
stage of development. 

The University of Illinois, Champaign, project 
will design,  construct, and operate an advanced 
post-combustion carbon 

Illinois Governor’s 
Mansion Association 
announces 
re-opening date
After two years of an extensive 
privately-funded renovation, the 
Illinois Governor’s Mansion will 
reopen to the public on July 14, 
2018, Illinois’ First Lady Diana 
Rauner announced at the annual 
Illinois Governor’s Conference on 
Travel & Tourism.

“Bruce and I made a promise 
to the people of Illinois to renovate 
the Governor’s Mansion to restore 
the pride in this historic building,” 
said First Lady Diana Rauner, chair 
of the Illinois Governor’s Mansion 
Association. “With an all new visi-
tor experience, expanded acces-
sibility, and updated programming, 
we know the Governor’s Mansion 
will be a must-see destination for 
tourists and Illinois residents to 
visit again and again.”

The renovation, funded 
entirely with private dollars, 
makes it a usable residence for 
Illinois governors. When it reopens 
this summer, it will offer visitors a 
completely reimagined experience 
with a new look that is both stately 
and richly inviting. 

The two-year renovation of the Illinois 
Governor’s Mansion is in its final stages 
and is scheduled to reopen in July.

Kevin O’Brien, Director of 
the Illinois Sustainable 
Technology Center at 
the University of Illinois, 
explains the  importance 
of the center’s work 
in carbon capture 
technology. 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 8
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Budget deal extends energy tax credits
The two-year budget deal signed by President 
Trump Feb. 9 extends energy tax incentives 
for geothermal resources, development of car-
bon capture technologies and advanced nuclear 
power, and it adds billions of dollars for natural 
disaster recovery and infrastructure projects.

“The energy tax incentives contained in the 
budget bill will help co-ops improve the quality 
of life in rural America and keep electricity costs 
affordable,” said Kirk Johnson, NRECA senior 
vice president, government  relations. “The infra-
structure funding is also welcome news, and we 
will continue  encouraging Congress to invest 
those funds in rural infrastructure.”

Under the budget agreement, electric coopera-
tive  members may continue to earn a tax credit 
for geo thermal energy technologies at homes and 
businesses through 2021. Members of about 40 
percent of America’s electric co-ops have earned 
geothermal tax credits by making highly effi-
cient geothermal heat pumps affordable to their 
members.

The budget bill also advances the current car-
bon capture tax credit by expanding its construc-
tion start requirement from five to seven years 
and extending the time to claim the credit from 
10 to 12 years.

U.S. infrastructure projects will get a lift from 
the budget deal, which commits $20  billion over 
two years toward rural broadband, energy, water, 
wastewater,  surface trans- portation and capi-
tal projects. NRECA CEO Jim Matheson sent a 

 letter to Senate and House appropriators on Feb. 
9 recommending that $2.5 billion be dedicated to 
rural broadband projects this year.

With natural disasters at historic proportions 
in 2017, lawmakers agreed to beef up federal aid 
to $89.3 billion for the next two fiscal years. The 
budget bill allocates $23.5 billion to the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency’s disaster relief 
fund. Portions of this money will be made avail-
able for infrastructure rebuilding by co-ops, 
among other entities.  Cathy Cash, NRECA

CURRENTS NEWS | LEGISLATION | TRENDS | TIPS

“ The energy tax incentives contained in 
the budget bill will help co‑ops improve 
the quality of life in rural America and 
keep electricity costs affordable.”

APRIL 
CHECKL I ST

Replace your 
furnace filter. It 
should be changed 
a minimum of every 

three months. Some filter 
styles need to be replaced 
even more often, especially if 
you’ve got pets in the house.

Take advantage 
of pleasant spring 
weather. Prep for the 
coming summer heat and 
humidity by replacing 
cracking caulk and adding 
weatherstripping to seal 
air leaks around leaky 
doors and windows.

Trim trees... 
carefully! Make  
sure branches are well away 
from electric lines feeding 
your home and outbuildings.

Tip of the month: Use 
wool dryer balls to save 
energy with every load 
of laundry. As they tumble 
with your clothes, the balls help 
separate clothing in the cycle, 
providing better airflow and a 
shorter drying time, and they 

absorb moisture, 
which also reduces 
drying time.

Source: energy.gov
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Datebook follows the grid, but there 
are no set rules on what appears 
where. 

 LThe Let’s Go sidebar can be on the 
left or right. It can change color 
month to month, or seasonally, or 
never. The Let’s Go! head should be 
the same color as sidebar.
 LFeatured entries will undoubtably 
vary in width and placement month 
to month based on the length of 
copy, and the shape and quality of 
photographs.
 LA light tint should bleed off all four 
sides of page.
 LThe calendar page is editable art 
that is anchored in the text block. 
Its dimensions are 
W: 2p2.404 
H: 2p4.08 
And has a text wrap as follows: 

HAAQG Quilt Spectrum 2018
A P R I L 

14
The Bloomington Normal Hands 
All Around Quilt Guild’s Annual 
Quilt Spectrum will feature beau-

tiful quilts, a quilt raffle, a unique boutique 
of handmade gifts, learning opportunities 
for experienced and novice quilters, ven-
dors and more. The theme for this year’s 
show is, “Quilts Between Friends.” The 
Guild’s beautiful 2018 raffle quilt is “Bunny 
in the Blooms” and was unveiled at the 
September guild meeting.
April 13 – 14, 2018, Sat., 9 a.m.– 6 p.m., 
Sun. 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.  Parke Regency Hotel 
and Conference Center, 1413 Leslie Dr., 
Bloomington Admission: $5 
www.haaqg.com/quiltshow.html

7th Annual Riverbend 
Earth Day Festival

A P R I L 

14
The Nature Institute (TNI) is 
excited to host the 7th 
annual Riverbend Earth Day 

Festival in partnership with the Great 
Rivers Land Trust, the National Great 
Rivers Research and Education Center/Lewis and Clark 
Community College and the Sierra Club. This event is 
FREE and open to all. The event will be held, rain or 
shine, at Piasa Harbor in Godfrey, Ill, which is located on 
Route 100 / the Great River Road, across from Lockhaven 
Golf Club. Guests can enjoy local foods, unique goods by 
local vendors and artists, live music,  children’s activities 
with nature-inspired arts and crafts, and more.
April 14, 2018, Noon-6 p.m.
Piasa Harbor, 10815 Lockhaven Rd., Godfrey 
Free Admission
The Nature Institute, www.thenatureinstitute.org
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LET’S GO!

 1 - 7
Chicago 

Flower Show
PEORIA

Midwest’s Largest garden 
and flower exhibition

 4 - 7
Illinois Beer Fest

GALENA
100  small breweries 
and 50 restaurants 

all in one place

 11
Villa Park Arts 

& Crafts
GREENVILLE

200 local artisans 
in a juried show

 12 - 14
Audio/Video 

Expo
ELMHURST

The latest technology 
and the biggest bargains 

all under one roof

 13 - 21
Superhero 
Convention

CHICAGO
Become part of 

the cosplay party 
celebrating the greatest 
charcters from comics 

movies and TV

 27
Midwest Bach 

Festival
CHAMPAIGN

Thirty performers go 
for Baroque at 4 venues 

throughout the city 
followed by a Grand Ball 

For a complete 
listing of Events, 
visit our website 

www.icl.coop

deTour through Jefferson County
A P R I L 

28
Roll through scenic hilly countryside and small towns that 
wind through the relatively flat terrain of Jefferson County, 
IL experiencing the Midwest in ways you never could while 

driving. We have three recreational rides for you to choose from: 62, 
35, and 15-mile or a 5K Fun Run/Walk. Both start and finish at the 
Illinois National Guard Armory. The rides include rest stops supplied 
with food and water every 10 miles or so. The run begins at 9 a.m. 
Those that pre-register receive a performance short sleeved shirt, 
free admission to Cedarhurst Museum Art Gallery post event, and 
much more. In case of rain deTour of Jefferson County will be 
April 29, 2018.
April 28, 2018, 8 a.m.
The National Guard Armory, 600 Shiloh Dr., Mt. Vernon
Registration is $25 before April 18, $35 after April 18
www.thegreatdetour.org
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and was unveiled at the September guild 
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Sun. 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.  Parke Regency Hotel 
and Conference Center, 1413 Leslie Dr., 
Bloomington Admission: $5 
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Earth Day Festival
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The Nature Institute (TNI) is 
excited to host the 7th 
annual Riverbend Earth Day 

Festival in partnership with the Great 
Rivers Land Trust, the National Great 
Rivers Research and Education Center/Lewis and Clark 
Community College and the Sierra Club. This event is 
FREE and open to all. The event will be held, rain or 
shine, at Piasa Harbor in Godfrey, Ill, which is located on 
Route 100 / the Great River Road, across from Lockhaven 
Golf Club. Guests can enjoy local foods, unique goods by 
local vendors and artists, live music,  children’s activities 
with nature-inspired arts and crafts, and more.
April 14, 2018, Noon-6 p.m.
Piasa Harbor, 10815 Lockhaven Rd., Godfrey 
Free Admission
The Nature Institute, www.thenatureinstitute.org
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deTour through Jefferson County
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28
Roll through scenic hilly countryside and small towns that 
wind through the relatively flat terrain of Jefferson County, 
IL experiencing the Midwest in ways you never could while 

driving. We have three recreational rides for you to choose from: 62, 
35, and 15-mile or a 5K Fun Run/Walk. Both start and finish at the 
Illinois National Guard Armory. The rides include rest stops supplied 
with food and water every 10 miles or so. The run begins at 9 a.m. 
Those that pre-register receive a performance short sleeved shirt, 
free admission to Cedarhurst Museum Art Gallery post event, and 
much more. In case of rain deTour of Jefferson County will be April 
29, 2018.
April 28, 2018, 8 a.m.
The National Guard Armory, 600 Shiloh Dr., Mt. Vernon
Registration is $25 before April 18, $35 after April 18
www.thegreatdetour.org
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2-3-3-3 unit layout is the usual default 
for most one-page departments, with 
wildcard space on the outside.

 L In some instances, a different grid 
configuration may work better, which 
is completely acceptable.
 LThere is great leeway in photo 
placement. 
 LAim for photos being placed to follow 
the grid.
 LThere are times when the best design 
for the page means breaking free from 
the rigidity of the grid. That is perfectly 
acceptable, but have a justifiable 
reason for it.

This column was co-written by 
Pat Keegan and Brad Thiessen 
of Collaborative Efficiency. 

Aim for quality when managing 
a renovation contractor
By Pat Keegan and Brad Thiessen

Dear Pat: We followed your advice last 
month and hired a contractor we think 
will give us an energy efficient reno-
vation. How do we manage the job to 
make sure the project turns out right? 
 —   B R I D G E T  A N D  N E I L

D E A R  B R I D G E T  A N D 

N E I L :  Last month, I 
offered tips on how to 
hire a good contrac-
tor, but it’s smart to 
 realize that after the 
hiring is  complete, 
contractors need to be 
managed.

First, you should 
decide who will be 
the main contact 
with your  contractor. 
Clear communica-
tion is critical because 
a renovation that 
includes energy effi-

ciency improvements comes with 
extra challenges. A single point of 
contact will help avoid confusion, 
conflicts and cost overruns.

Before the work starts, have a 
 discussion with your contrac-
tor about quality. You want the 
contractor to know you’ll be care-
fully over seeing the work and that 
there may be  others involved in this 
oversight, such as building inspec-
tors, your electric cooperative or an 
independent energy auditor. You 
can discuss the standards of a pro-
fessional, high-quality job. 

Agree on the points at which 
the contractor will pause so 
you or someone you designate 
can review the work. At a 
minimum, an inspection should 
take place before you make an 

interim payment.
Here are a few examples of 

interim review points:
• The building envelope should be 

properly sealed before insulation is 
installed because air leaks increase 
energy use and reduce comfort. 

• Replacement windows should be 
properly flashed and sealed before 
siding and trim are installed, 
which prevents moisture problems 
and  air leaks. 

• Some insulation measures can be 
inspected before they are sealed 
up behind walls or ceilings.

Almost all efficiency measures 
require some kind of final inspec-
tion. For example, infrared ther-
mometers can show voids in blown 
insulation, and fiberglass batts can 
be visually inspected to ensure there 
are no air gaps and the batts are not 
compressed.

HVAC measures require  special 
attention. Nearly half of all HVAC 
systems are installed  incorrectly, 
which often causes uneven tem-
perature distribution throughout 
the home, along with higher energy 
bills. ENERGYSTAR® has a special 
 program to ensure  quality HVAC 
installation. Forced air  systems 
 typically have poorly balanced 
 supply and return air delivery that 
can often be improved. Air flow can 
be  measured at each register, and 
a duct blaster test can identify and 
quantify duct leakage.

When you review the work, it 
may be helpful to take photos or 
to bring in an energy auditor. Be 
sure to have these inspections out-
lined in the  contract and discussed 
beforehand so the contractor is 
comfortable. 

Be clear about changes. It will be 
tempting to add “just one more 
thing” along the way, and the con-
tractor may agree a change is sim-
ple and possible within the time 
frames. Contractors and custom-
ers often miscommunicate about 
change orders and end up disagree-
ing about additional costs when 
the project is completed. Before 
you make any changes, be sure 
to get a written cost quote. If it ’s 
 significant, you can then weigh 
the cost against the benefit of the 
change. 

It’s a good idea to maintain good 
records as the project progresses. 
These records could be helpful for 
building inspectors or to qualify for 
rebates or tax credits. 

When the renovation is com-
plete, it may be tempting to sign the 
check, shake hands and breathe a 
sigh of relief that it’s all over. But . . 

Depending on the size and com-
plexity of the  project, it may be 
worth the extra step of  having a 
final audit by a licensed energy 
auditor. My neighbors were saved 
from a home renovation disaster 
when an energy audit discovered 
the energy efficiency contractor 
had failed to produce the promised 
efficiencies. The contractor had 
to perform  thousands of dollars’ 
worth of improvemenºts before my 
 neighbors made the final payment.

Once you confirm that the work 
is 100 percent complete, you can 
write a check for the final payment, 
then sit back and enjoy your revital-
ized, more energy-efficient home! 

For more  information on managing a home 
 renovation contractor, please visit:  
www.collaborativeefficiency.com/
energytips.

ENERGYSolutions

HVAC technicians or 
energy auditors can use 
diagnostic equipment to 
measure air leakage and 
air flow.
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SafetyCHECK

Electricity theft: Shockingly, not worth the risk
Stealing power could prove to be a deadly decision

E V E RY  Y E A R ,  E L E C T R I C  C O O P E R A-

T I V E S  across the country cope with 
thieves—folks who deliberately 
tamper with their electric meter to 
steal power. Not only is this prac-
tice extremely  dangerous, it’s a seri-
ous crime that results in hefty fines 
and jail time.

“We’ve seen people do some 
 dangerous things—using knives, 
forks, magnets, jumper cables and 
any  number of other objects to 
get around paying for the power 
they use,” explains Jim Miles, man-
ager of safety and loss control for 
the Association of Illinois Electric 
Cooperatives. “However, not only 
are these  persons  stealing from 
their fellow co-op  members, they’re 
also risking their lives and those of 
 cooperative employees.”

According to the Cooperative 
Research Network, a division of the 
National Rural Electric Cooperative 
Association, power surging through 
a compromised meter can cause an 
electrical  catastrophe. A short circuit 
could produce an arc flash bright 
enough to cause blindness and pow-
erful enough to launch fragments of 
shrapnel-like, red-hot debris. Serious 
injury or death from electrocution, 
 explosion or fire often results from 
meter  tampering. Only trained elec-
tric cooperative  personnel wearing 
protective clothing should work on 
meters.

“Anytime you get into a meter 
base, you run a risk,” comments 
Miles. “Tampering with your 
meter is  illegal in Illinois, but more 
 importantly, can result in injury and 
 damage, even death. If you think 
there may be a problem with your 
meter, call your electric cooperative 
—don’t try to fix it yourself.”

Electricity theft is not a 
 victimless crime. Thieves sometimes 
think it won’t hurt anybody. They 
illegally hook into a power supply, 
hook up a line that has been discon-
nected, or tamper with a meter to 
avoid  recording electricity usage. 
The truth is that tampering with 
electrical equipment or attempting 
to steal electric power  carries the 
potential to harm many people. The 

innocent consumers on the same 
line and utility personnel that work 
on those lines are all at risk when 
someone tampers with electricity or 
electrical equipment.

An overload of electricity could 
result in extremely high voltages 
that may damage the appliances of 
 paying customers. Excessive current 
that is not safeguarded by a fuse is 
especially  dangerous. In emergency 
situations such as fires, power has 
to be shut off to help fire fighters 
and emergency medical person-
nel to enter a building safely. If lines 
have been interfered with  illegally, 
the lines could remain  energized, 
endangering the lives of the first 
responders.

Additionally, your not-for-profit 
cooperative loses revenue and 
expends resources to investigate 
tampering. These costs are then 
passed on to the entire membership. 
National estimates vary, but The 
Washington Post cited revenue pro-
tection officials who claim between 
$1 billion and $10 billion worth 
of electricity is stolen from  utilities 
annually.

From a reliability standpoint, 
 illegal connections to power sources 
and attempts to divert metering 
devices can overload the system, 
cause interruptions and compro-
mise power quality.

Since everyone pays for lost 
power, please call your  cooperative 
if you  suspect meter tamper-
ing. All information can be given 
 anonymously. 

Sources: The Washington Post, 
Cooperative Research Network
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Planning for the future
One of the hardest things for me to think about is what I need to do  
to prepare for my death. 
T H E R E  A R E  M A N Y  I T E M S  you should 
have in order for those you leave 
behind. Today there is something 
new to think about – our digital 
files. For me, most of my documents 
aren’t that important, but some, such 
as photos, could have sentimental 
value. The files I do have are spread 

all over the internet. I have files on 
Dropbox, OneDrive, Google Drive, 
Google photos, in my email, and sev-
eral other places. Many people would 
consider the information stored on 
Facebook very valuable. So how 
do we pass this data onto our loved 
ones? Let’s look at a few options.

My first instinct would be to 
make sure all data is backed up on 
some type of storage media that 
would be easily accessible to my 
family. This could be an internal 
hard drive, a removable USB drive, 
or even a backup NAS appliance. 
This would probably be the easiest 
way, if you’re like me and every-
thing is spread all over the place. 
I take advantage of many cloud 
solutions and I could never afford 

enough storage to back it all up at 
my house. Some people even rely 
on cloud providers for their backup 
solutions. Another option would 
be to give someone you trust all 
your user names and passwords. 
This could be done digitally by 
using a password vault program like 

LastPass which allows for 
passing on your digital 
assets. With this solution, 
the person you trust will 
be notified how to access 
your data after you pass 
away. The down side is all 
your passwords are now 
in one place and online. 
Should the company get 
hacked, all your accounts 
are compromised. 

So, what happens to our 
accounts when we pass 
on? It depends on the 
account. Not all provid-
ers have the same policies 
when it comes to releas-

ing your information to family and 
loved ones. Some companies don’t 
even have a process or procedure in 
place to accommodate it. What to 
do with a dead user’s information 
remains a tricky subject for most 
online service providers. The prob-
lem involves who actually owns the 
data - the party that sent the data, 
received the data, or the site that 
stores the data.

Facebook has added a feature 
called “Legacy Contact” which 
allows you to designate some-
one to manage your Facebook 
account after you are gone. Once 
the Facebook profile is memorial-
ized, the legacy contact can look 
after your account by responding 
to new friend requests, update your 
profile picture and photo cover, 

and request the removal of your 
account. However, there are some 
limitations. The legacy contact can-
not login to your account, remove 
or change past posts, read your mes-
sages, remove your friends, or add a 
new legacy contact to your account. 
Companies like Amazon and Apple 
make it clear that you do not own 
the data or content that you down-
load. What you have purchased is a 
license to access or use the content, 
and that license expires after you die.

Since there is no standard regard-
ing how an internet company 
handles your online account after 
death, it would be wise to docu-
ment all accounts for your family 
and loved ones to access. Keep it 
in a safe place as a memorandum to 
your will, and make sure you docu-
ment in your will who you want to 
have access to these accounts. Also 
make sure you have some method 
of documenting your passwords 
that is safe and easy to manage. If 
you use the same email account to 
register all your services, as long as 
someone has access to that email 
account, it is possible to change 
passwords to other accounts and 
gain access. This method may also 
require you to document your 
answers to security questions for 
sites that have that security feature 
turned on.

Planning for our departure 
isn’t always the most pleasant 
thing to do. Just remember, even 
though you saved your files in 
the “cloud,” you’re not going to 
have access to them when you get 
to heaven. Make sure you have a 
plan to pass those precious pic-
tures, or other important files, on 
to your family. 

Dan Gerard, CISSP, is the Chief 
Technology Officer for the 
Association of Illinois Electric 
Cooperatives in Springfield.

Comment on this column Visit 
icl.coop and click on Powered Up 
to respond. Your response might 
even be included in a future 
column.

PoweredUP
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Candice Hart is a Horticulture 
Educator with University of 
Illinois Extension serving 
DeWitt, Macon and Piatt 
 counties. She is also a 
Certified Floral Designer, 
Illinois Certified Professional 
Florist and is an award 
winning floral designer.

A  VA R I E T Y  O F  I T E M S  you likely 
already have at home may be able 
to save you money this year, as well 
as improve the sustainability of 
your gardening.  Get creative this 
spring and make a difference to the 
environment. 

Seed starting
Jump-start your garden by  starting 
seeds indoors in a bright  southern- 
or western-facing  window or 
under  supplemental lighting. Many 
 containers you may already have 
on hand (plastic milk jugs, egg car-
tons, toilet paper rolls, newspaper, 
milk  cartons, and other reusable 
and even biodegradable contain-
ers) can  easily be filled with soil-
less media for  starting seeds. Any 
container that is clean and safe for 
growing food can be used.

Weed control
With weed control commonly 
being a time-consuming main-
tenance task during the growing 
season,  consider recycling your 
newspapers and cardboard boxes 
as  biodegradable weed barriers. 
Simply place a few layers of news-
paper or a section of cardboard 
over an area of bare soil and cover 
with your favorite mulch  material 

such 
as bark 
mulch, grass 
clippings or leaves. 

The newspaper or 
cardboard will naturally 
degrade over time and you can 
simply add a new layer or more 
mulch as needed to keep the soil 
covered. Cardboard and newspaper 
is the only means of weed barrier 
I use under my bark mulch now and 
it works great.

Alternative raised beds
Raised  garden beds are a great 
solution when your garden soil 
is not ideal, or you’d like to cre-
ate a  growing area that is easier to 
access. Many raised beds are made 
of purchased wood, but you may 
already have  suitable construction 
materials, like a w ood pallet, on 
hand. Simply staple landscape fab-
ric to the sides and open bottom 
of the pallet and fill with soil. The 
result is an excellent shallow bed 
for growing lettuce with very mini-
mal weeding needed.

If you are growing food in a 
raised bed, always consider the 
safety of the construction material. 
Some  pallets are chemically treated 
and thus  inappropriate for growing 

food. 
Railroad 

ties are 
coated with 

 creosote, which is 
not recommended 

for  growing food. Other 
candidates for raised beds 

might be bricks left over from other 
garden projects and cinder blocks, 
whose holes you can fill with soil 
and plant into. Beds can also be 
lined with a layer of plastic to pre-
vent the soil from contacting the 
 material, if the safety of the material 
is in question.

Garden art
Get the kids involved and start 
crafting recycled materials into 
 gorgeous works of art for the gar-
den. Glue tea cups and plates 
together on a pole to make small 
bird baths for the garden. Glue 
small plates filled with bird seed 
onto an old chandelier and hang 
from your tree to feed the birds as 
well. The possibilities are endless.

This spring, take a look at your 
 garden with a new eye. You may be 
able to reuse and recycle materials 
you have on hand to save yourself 
money and reduce your gardening 
footprint. 

GARDENWise

Reuse and recycle in 
the garden this spring
Finding new uses 
for old objects 
saves money and 
is a nice thing 
to do for the 
environment
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Don’t take them home!
By Mike Roux

A  W I L D L I F E  S P E C I A L I S T  I N 

Springfield got a call recently from 
a concerned citizen who had a 
newborn white-tailed deer fawn. 
He gets these calls every year, just 
as does every office of the Illinois 
Department of Natural Resources 
(IDNR).

The fawn had been near a high-
way with its mother when traffic 
spooked the doe, and instinct took 
over. The doe bounded into nearby 
woods, a move that normally would 
draw a predator’s attention. The 

fawn dropped to the ground, where 
it lay stock still.

However, the fawn was in plain 
sight of the highway. Traffic stopped, 
and a well-intentioned motorist 
decided the fawn was abandoned 
and scooped it up and took it home. 
Then they called the IDNR.

The fawn was fine where it was. 
Left alone, the doe would have 
come back and led its young to a 

safer place. But now you have a wild 
animal out of its element, a nice 
person who has unwittingly broken 
the law, and decreasing chances of 
the fawn’s survival with every pass-
ing hour.

This situation plays out dozens 
of times each year, involving wildlife 
ranging from deer and opossums to 
robin chicks and tiny cottontail rab-
bits. People do not see the animals’ 
mothers nearby and decide the 
young are orphans. Thinking they 
are doing a good deed, they bring 

the animal home. But these well-
intentioned adoptions are not in the 
animals’ best interest.

Most young birds found on 
the ground have simply grown 
too big for their nests and are 
still being fed by their par-
ents. Young birds or mammals 
brought inside cannot survive 
on bread soaked in milk. Human 
food is no substitute for the 

natural foods they receive in the 
wild, which are often partially 
digested or otherwise prepared 
by parents.

Similar solutions are advis-
able for deer fawns, and other 
young wild animals found with-
out obvious parental supervision. 
Many wild parents do not act like 
humans, hovering around their 
young. A human mother would 
not leave a baby alone in clumps 
of grass, but this is normal behav-
ior for white-tailed deer. Does visit 
their fawns only long enough to 
nurse them. By staying away the 
rest of the time, they avoid drawing 
predators’ attention.

First, it is illegal to possess wild 
animals without a permit. More 
importantly, there are no approved 
vaccines to protect wild animals 
against rabies and other diseases, 
many of which can strike humans as 
well. Wild adoptions put people as 
well as animals at risk.

Parasites present another risk. 
One example is Baylisascaris pro-
cyonis, a common parasite of rac-
coons. Eight of 10 raccoons have 
this parasitic round worm, but they 
have a natural resistance. Humans 
do not. Baylisascaris can cause seri-
ous illness in people, particularly 
children.  

Even under the best of circum-
stances, most animals born in the 
wild don’t survive to adulthood. 
Most fall victim to disease, preda-
tors, inclement weather, or just bad 
luck. That is why they produce 
many more young each year than 
are needed to perpetuate their spe-
cies. Death is a necessary part of life 
in the wild.

This knowledge, along with an 
understanding of the dangers and 
problems involved, provide ample 
reason not to adopt wildlife.  

GREATOutdoors

Removing baby animals from their 
natural environment is seldom a 
good idea, even if you think you 
can help them. 
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LET’S EAT!
Flesor’s Candy 
Kitchen
101 W. Sale St., Tuscola 
217‑253‑3753 
www.flesorscandy.com
HOURS:

Monday‑Sunday:  
6 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Breakfast served:  
6 – 10 a.m.
Lunch served:  
11 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Credit cards accepted.

She made plans to buy back the 
furnishings. “It was just meant to 
be,” she says. “The antique dealer 
had twice tried to sell the contents, 
but the deal always fell through.”

In essence, the city of Tuscola 
gave the building to the sisters and 
helped them apply for monies to 
help with the renovation and cost 
of the original furnishings. Ann and 
Devon applied for tourism dollars 
and borrowed thousands to make 
their dream a reality. It took them 
18 months and much sweat equity, 
but they finally reopened Flesor’s 
Candy Kitchen in August 2004. 
The town has not stopped support-
ing them since.

Their brother had all the old 
candy recipes and, with his knowl-
edge and their memories of work-
ing there, they started preparing 
the candies. Their 80-year-old 
mother even came in to help dip 
the candies. Her eye sight was ter-
rible, but she hadn’t forgotten that 
feel of the chocolate.

More than a decade later, the 

store now has more than 40 varieties 
of small-batch, handmade and hand-
dipped candies. They range from 
Paul’s Favorite, a customer-favorite 
turtle consisting of large crunchy 
pecans, dolloped with homemade 
caramel and hand dipped in choc-
olate. They only use high qual-
ity Guittard chocolate and never 
use preservatives. They also make 
honey salted caramels, honey nou-
gat, divinity and several hard candies 
including cinnamon squares and 
horehound candies. 

One of its biggest draws is the 
soda fountain with handmade sodas, 
phosphates, sundaes, milkshakes 
and many more. These are the sodas 
that will take your grandparents 
down memory lane.

Their homemade ice creams 
boast a 14 percent butterfat con-
tent, one of the highest in the 
state. Flavors vary from the basics 
to a turtle, which contains pieces 
of Paul’s Favorite mixed in, pea-
nut butter, butter pecan, choco-
late chip cookie dough, raspberry, 

lemon and black walnut. 
Breakfast includes a variety of 

favorites including biscuits and 
gravy, homemade omelets, eggs and 
a variety of meats. It ranges in cost 
from $2.95 for a half order of bis-
cuits and gravy to $5.95 for Flesor’s 
Special of biscuits and gravy, two 
eggs, and your choice of meat.

Daily lunch specials run $6.95 to 
$7.95 and include items such as Beef 
Manhattan, Honey Mustard Pork 
Loin and Beef Liver and Onions. 
There is also a good selection of sal-
ads and sandwiches running from 
$4.50 to $8.50. We sampled a couple 
of crowd favorites – the Reuben 
and the cheeseburger. The Reuben 
is served on marble rye, with thinly 
sliced lean corned beef, cheese and 
a homemade boiled red cabbage 
in place of the typical sauerkraut. 
Once grilled, it has a nice crunch 
on the outside with gooey cheese, 
lean meat and the cabbage adds just 
the right combination of bite to the 
sandwich. It is served with a sweet 
and tangy house-made Thousand 
Island dressing, and one bite makes 
it easy to understand why it’s a 
favorite.

My co-worker had the cheese-
burger which was juicy and fresh. It 
was a two-hands, two napkin burger 
that could never be called wimpy, 
and was served with an abundance 
of crispy, fresh-out-of-the-fryer 
French fries.

Flesor’s Candy Kitchen is worth 
making the trip to downtown 
Tuscola, whether you are headed 
down Interstate 57, across Route 36, 
or just want to take a weekend drive, 
you won’t be sorry.  

Just as the sisters learned the trade 
from their father and grandfather, they 
would love to share it with anyone that 
is “genuinely interested in learning this 
almost archaic trade,” says Devon. “Not 
just on a lark, but if you would be seriously 
interested, visit us. We would like to pass 
on our knowledge.” If you, or someone you 
know, have great interest in learning the 
trade, call Devon or Ann at 217-253-3753.

Reuben 
sandwich 
on marble rye
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PrairieTABLE

They make ’em like they used to
By Valerie Cheatham

W H E N  YO U  S T E P  I N TO  Flesor’s 
Candy Kitchen in Tuscola, you 
immediately see the old-fashioned, 
turn-of-the-century soda fountain 
with the marble top, shiny silver 
soda faucets and the mahogany 
backbar filled with clear ice cream 
dishes and soda glasses. You half 
expect to see a young couple shar-
ing an ice cream soda with two 
straws and little Johnny spinning 
wildly on one of the barstools as he 
takes bites of his ice cream. 

Everywhere you look seems as 
if it was taken from the set of an 
old television show. There are the 
mahogany tables and booths, candy 
cases, stained-glass lights and an 
old booth where you pay. However, 
everything is genuine and has quite a 
story of its own.

Greek immigrant Gus Flesor 
came to the U.S. in the late 1800s. 
A former shepherd and farmer, his 
family was poor, and he was look-
ing for a better life for all of them. 
He held many jobs and stumbled 
upon an opportunity to learn how to 
make candy. Gus eventually ended 
up in the small midwestern town 
of Tuscola where he and another 
fellow decided to go into business 
together. They bought the original 
brick building at the corner of Sale 

and Main streets, where the business 
still exists today. 

The Flesor children were raised 
making candy and operating the 
soda fountain. They learned to dip 
chocolates, make caramels and a 
wide variety of other treats. Gus’ son 
Paul and wife Betty operated candy 
stores on the east coast and moved 
back to Tuscola when Gus was no 
longer able to work. They and their 
three children carried on the Flesor 
tradition. 

In the 1970s, the economy took 
a turn for the worse. Businesses were 
closing and they were just barely 
holding on; candy and ice cream just 
weren’t enough. They attempted a 
full-scale restaurant, and even a bar, 
but to no avail. Sadly, they finally 
had to close the business, auction 
off the building and its contents, and 
turn the key in the lock for the last 
time. 

The new owner removed all of 
the contents and the building sat 

and slowly deteriorated. The roof 
leaked, and the original tin ceiling 
fell down. It sat there for more than 
20 years as the painted brick signage 
on its exterior slowly faded away. 

Almost 30 years passed before 
one of Gus’ granddaughters felt 
compelled to return to Tuscola. Ann 
Flesor Beck convinced her younger 
sister Devon Flesor Story to con-
sider reopening the old store. Devon 
admits she was a bit bored with 
her job and that Ann did a great 
job selling her idea. Both sisters are 
quite accomplished. Ann holds sev-
eral degrees, including a PhD, and 
Devon was an English instructor at 
Eastern Illinois University, but both 
felt it was time for a change. 

Ironically, just weeks before, 
Devon heard on the street that the 
original furnishings were still sitting 
in a warehouse. 

As far as the building, Devon 
refers to her English degree to 
describe it. “Remember Charles 
Dickens’ character Miss Havisham? 
She was jilted at the altar and after 
she wore her bridal gown all the 
time. Her house was covered with 
cobwebs and was falling down,” 
she explains. “That’s how I saw this 
place. No one had touched it and it 
was rotting from within.”

Devon and Ann 
dipping white 
chocolate turtles.

Recreating  the 
look—and the 
tastes—of a 
sweet shop 
from a century 
ago required 
learning some 
very old skills.
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This column was co-written by 
Pat Keegan and Brad Thiessen 
of Collaborative Efficiency. 

Aim for quality when managing 
a renovation contractor
By Pat Keegan and Brad Thiessen

Dear Pat: We followed your advice last 
month and hired a contractor we think 
will give us an energy efficient reno-
vation. How do we manage the job to 
make sure the project turns out right? 
 —   B R I D G E T  A N D  N E I L

D E A R  B R I D G E T  A N D 

N E I L :  Last month, I 
offered tips on how to 
hire a good contrac-
tor, but it’s smart to 
 realize that after the 
hiring is  complete, 
contractors need to be 
managed.

First, you should 
decide who will be 
the main contact 
with your  contractor. 
Clear communica-
tion is critical because 
a renovation that 
includes energy effi-

ciency improvements comes with 
extra challenges. A single point of 
contact will help avoid confusion, 
conflicts and cost overruns.

Before the work starts, have a 
 discussion with your contrac-
tor about quality. You want the 
contractor to know you’ll be care-
fully over seeing the work and that 
there may be  others involved in this 
oversight, such as building inspec-
tors, your electric cooperative or an 
independent energy auditor. You 
can discuss the standards of a pro-
fessional, high-quality job. 

Agree on the points at which 
the contractor will pause so 
you or someone you designate 
can review the work. At a 
minimum, an inspection should 
take place before you make an 

interim payment.
Here are a few examples of 

interim review points:
• The building envelope should be 

properly sealed before insulation is 
installed because air leaks increase 
energy use and reduce comfort. 

• Replacement windows should be 
properly flashed and sealed before 
siding and trim are installed, 
which prevents moisture problems 
and  air leaks. 

• Some insulation measures can be 
inspected before they are sealed 
up behind walls or ceilings.

Almost all efficiency measures 
require some kind of final inspec-
tion. For example, infrared ther-
mometers can show voids in blown 
insulation, and fiberglass batts can 
be visually inspected to ensure there 
are no air gaps and the batts are not 
compressed.

HVAC measures require  special 
attention. Nearly half of all HVAC 
systems are installed  incorrectly, 
which often causes uneven tem-
perature distribution throughout 
the home, along with higher energy 
bills. ENERGYSTAR® has a special 
 program to ensure  quality HVAC 
installation. Forced air  systems 
 typically have poorly balanced 
 supply and return air delivery that 
can often be improved. Air flow can 
be  measured at each register, and 
a duct blaster test can identify and 
quantify duct leakage.

When you review the work, it 
may be helpful to take photos or 
to bring in an energy auditor. Be 
sure to have these inspections out-
lined in the  contract and discussed 
beforehand so the contractor is 
comfortable. 

Be clear about changes. It will be 
tempting to add “just one more 
thing” along the way, and the con-
tractor may agree a change is sim-
ple and possible within the time 
frames. Contractors and custom-
ers often miscommunicate about 
change orders and end up disagree-
ing about additional costs when 
the project is completed. Before 
you make any changes, be sure 
to get a written cost quote. If it ’s 
 significant, you can then weigh 
the cost against the benefit of the 
change. 

It’s a good idea to maintain good 
records as the project progresses. 
These records could be helpful for 
building inspectors or to qualify for 
rebates or tax credits. 

When the renovation is com-
plete, it may be tempting to sign the 
check, shake hands and breathe a 
sigh of relief that it’s all over. But . . 

Depending on the size and com-
plexity of the  project, it may be 
worth the extra step of  having a 
final audit by a licensed energy 
auditor. My neighbors were saved 
from a home renovation disaster 
when an energy audit discovered 
the energy efficiency contractor 
had failed to produce the promised 
efficiencies. The contractor had 
to perform  thousands of dollars’ 
worth of improvemenºts before my 
 neighbors made the final payment.

Once you confirm that the work 
is 100 percent complete, you can 
write a check for the final payment, 
then sit back and enjoy your revital-
ized, more energy-efficient home! 

For more  information on managing a home 
 renovation contractor, please visit:  
www.collaborativeefficiency.com/
energytips.

ENERGYSolutions

HVAC technicians or 
energy auditors can use 
diagnostic equipment to 
measure air leakage and 
air flow.
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Planning for the future
One of the hardest things for me to think about is what I need to do  
to prepare for my death. 
T H E R E  A R E  M A N Y  I T E M S  you should 
have in order for those you leave 
behind. Today there is something 
new to think about – our digital 
files. For me, most of my documents 
aren’t that important, but some, such 
as photos, could have sentimental 
value. The files I do have are spread 

all over the internet. I have files on 
Dropbox, OneDrive, Google Drive, 
Google photos, in my email, and sev-
eral other places. Many people would 
consider the information stored on 
Facebook very valuable. So how 
do we pass this data onto our loved 
ones? Let’s look at a few options.

My first instinct would be to 
make sure all data is backed up on 
some type of storage media that 
would be easily accessible to my 
family. This could be an internal 
hard drive, a removable USB drive, 
or even a backup NAS appliance. 
This would probably be the easiest 
way, if you’re like me and every-
thing is spread all over the place. 
I take advantage of many cloud 
solutions and I could never afford 

enough storage to back it all up at 
my house. Some people even rely 
on cloud providers for their backup 
solutions. Another option would 
be to give someone you trust all 
your user names and passwords. 
This could be done digitally by 
using a password vault program like 

LastPass which allows for 
passing on your digital 
assets. With this solution, 
the person you trust will 
be notified how to access 
your data after you pass 
away. The down side is all 
your passwords are now 
in one place and online. 
Should the company get 
hacked, all your accounts 
are compromised. 

So, what happens to our 
accounts when we pass 
on? It depends on the 
account. Not all provid-
ers have the same policies 
when it comes to releas-

ing your information to family and 
loved ones. Some companies don’t 
even have a process or procedure in 
place to accommodate it. What to 
do with a dead user’s information 
remains a tricky subject for most 
online service providers. The prob-
lem involves who actually owns the 
data - the party that sent the data, 
received the data, or the site that 
stores the data.

Facebook has added a feature 
called “Legacy Contact” which 
allows you to designate some-
one to manage your Facebook 
account after you are gone. Once 
the Facebook profile is memorial-
ized, the legacy contact can look 
after your account by responding 
to new friend requests, update your 
profile picture and photo cover, 

and request the removal of your 
account. However, there are some 
limitations. The legacy contact can-
not login to your account, remove 
or change past posts, read your mes-
sages, remove your friends, or add a 
new legacy contact to your account. 
Companies like Amazon and Apple 
make it clear that you do not own 
the data or content that you down-
load. What you have purchased is a 
license to access or use the content, 
and that license expires after you die.

Since there is no standard regard-
ing how an internet company 
handles your online account after 
death, it would be wise to docu-
ment all accounts for your family 
and loved ones to access. Keep it 
in a safe place as a memorandum to 
your will, and make sure you docu-
ment in your will who you want to 
have access to these accounts. Also 
make sure you have some method 
of documenting your passwords 
that is safe and easy to manage. If 
you use the same email account to 
register all your services, as long as 
someone has access to that email 
account, it is possible to change 
passwords to other accounts and 
gain access. This method may also 
require you to document your 
answers to security questions for 
sites that have that security feature 
turned on.

Planning for our departure 
isn’t always the most pleasant 
thing to do. Just remember, even 
though you saved your files in 
the “cloud,” you’re not going to 
have access to them when you get 
to heaven. Make sure you have a 
plan to pass those precious pic-
tures, or other important files, on 
to your family. 

Dan Gerard, CISSP, is the Chief 
Technology Officer for the 
Association of Illinois Electric 
Cooperatives in Springfield.

Comment on this column Visit 
icl.coop and click on Powered Up 
to respond. Your response might 
even be included in a future 
column.

PoweredUP
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Candice Hart is a Horticulture 
Educator with University of 
Illinois Extension serving 
DeWitt, Macon and Piatt 
 counties. She is also a 
Certified Floral Designer, 
Illinois Certified Professional 
Florist and is an award 
winning floral designer.

A  VA R I E T Y  O F  I T E M S  you likely 
already have at home may be able 
to save you money this year, as well 
as improve the sustainability of 
your gardening.  Get creative this 
spring and make a difference to the 
environment. 

Seed starting
Jump-start your garden by  starting 
seeds indoors in a bright  southern- 
or western-facing  window or 
under  supplemental lighting. Many 
 containers you may already have 
on hand (plastic milk jugs, egg car-
tons, toilet paper rolls, newspaper, 
milk  cartons, and other reusable 
and even biodegradable contain-
ers) can  easily be filled with soil-
less media for  starting seeds. Any 
container that is clean and safe for 
growing food can be used.

Weed control
With weed control commonly 
being a time-consuming main-
tenance task during the growing 
season,  consider recycling your 
newspapers and cardboard boxes 
as  biodegradable weed barriers. 
Simply place a few layers of news-
paper or a section of cardboard 
over an area of bare soil and cover 
with your favorite mulch  material 

such 
as bark 
mulch, grass 
clippings or leaves. 

The newspaper or 
cardboard will naturally 
degrade over time and you can 
simply add a new layer or more 
mulch as needed to keep the soil 
covered. Cardboard and newspaper 
is the only means of weed barrier 
I use under my bark mulch now and 
it works great.

Alternative raised beds
Raised  garden beds are a great 
solution when your garden soil 
is not ideal, or you’d like to cre-
ate a  growing area that is easier to 
access. Many raised beds are made 
of purchased wood, but you may 
already have  suitable construction 
materials, like a w ood pallet, on 
hand. Simply staple landscape fab-
ric to the sides and open bottom 
of the pallet and fill with soil. The 
result is an excellent shallow bed 
for growing lettuce with very mini-
mal weeding needed.

If you are growing food in a 
raised bed, always consider the 
safety of the construction material. 
Some  pallets are chemically treated 
and thus  inappropriate for growing 

food. 
Railroad 

ties are 
coated with 

 creosote, which is 
not recommended 

for  growing food. Other 
candidates for raised beds 

might be bricks left over from other 
garden projects and cinder blocks, 
whose holes you can fill with soil 
and plant into. Beds can also be 
lined with a layer of plastic to pre-
vent the soil from contacting the 
 material, if the safety of the material 
is in question.

Garden art
Get the kids involved and start 
crafting recycled materials into 
 gorgeous works of art for the gar-
den. Glue tea cups and plates 
together on a pole to make small 
bird baths for the garden. Glue 
small plates filled with bird seed 
onto an old chandelier and hang 
from your tree to feed the birds as 
well. The possibilities are endless.

This spring, take a look at your 
 garden with a new eye. You may be 
able to reuse and recycle materials 
you have on hand to save yourself 
money and reduce your gardening 
footprint. 

GARDENWise

Reuse and recycle in 
the garden this spring
Finding new uses 
for old objects 
saves money and 
is a nice thing 
to do for the 
environment
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Departments with many puzzle pieces are usually the  
most difficult, and most interesting, to design.  
Finest Cooking and Snap Shots follow the grid loosely,  
but individual items will most certainly deviate.

 LDepartments that contain multiple photos and bits of text are 
the hardest to keep consistent with the look of the magazine. 
 LUsing the grid for text block and photo placement helps:

 •  Placement may appear arbitrary, but—though subtle—visual 
rhythm is maintained. 

 •  Following the grid makes the page far easier to design by 
providing a jumping-off point.

 LThere are times when the best design for the page means 
breaking free from the rigidity of the grid. That is perfectly 
acceptable, but have a justifiable reason for it—such as:

 •  the Oriental Skillet recipe above. The overall width of the 
text block is seven units, but the ingredients have been split 
into 3 columns.

 •  the Filipino Lumpi recipe above left. The overall width of the 
text block is seven units—plus a bit more to avoid a widow—
but it’s using a 3-column format with the instructions 
spanning two of those columns.

 •  the bird images at left, arranged to best show off the photos 
and provide an interesting overall shape.
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Baked Soy  
Ginger Salmon 
Submitted by Sue Hubbard, 
Jo-Carroll Energy, Inc.
 1 lb. salmon fillets, pin bones removed
 4” piece fresh ginger, grated  

(or use 1 -1/2 T. ground ginger)
 1 garlic clove, minced
 1/4 c low sodium soy sauce
 1/2 c red wine
 1/4 c mirin*
 2 T brown sugar
 1/2 lime, juiced
 1 T olive oil
 1 scallion, minced for garnish

Combine soy sauce, red wine, mirin, brown 
sugar, garlic and 3/4 of the ginger in a sauce-
pan. Cook for 10 minutes until reduced by half. 
Remove from heat and add remaining ginger 
and lime juice. Let cool. Rub the bottom of a 
baking dis h with the olive oil and place salmon 
in it, skin side down. Spoon a tablespoon of the 
glaze over the salmon and let sit for 5 minutes. 
Spoon another tablespoon of glaze over salmon. 
Bake for 10 minutes at 250 degrees. Spoon 
another tablespoon of glaze over salmon and 
return to oven for another 10 minutes. Continue 
to do this until salmon is medium rare. 

*To make mirin at home, dissolve 1/4 c. 
sugar and 1/4 c. water in small saucepan 
over medium heat for 3-4 minutes. Do not 
stir. Cool. Add 2 t. rice vinegar and mix.

Oriental Skillet  
Submitted by Rita Schackmann, Norris Electric Cooperative
 1 lb ground turkey or beef
 1/4 c finely chopped onion
 1 clove garlic, minced
 2 T soy sauce
 27  crackers, finely crushed
 1 t ground ginger
 1 egg, slightly beaten

 1/2 t black pepper 
 2 T vegetable oil
 1 c vegetable broth
 2 T soy sauce
 2 T cornstarch
 16 oz frozen oriental vegetables
 1 c sliced Chinese cabbage 

 1 c pea pods
 1 t ground ginger
 1/2 c vegetable broth
 4 oz. jar chopped pimentos, 

drained
  Cooked rice

Combine ground meat, crackers, onion, 1 t. ginger, garlic, egg, pepper and 2 T. soy sauce. Shape into small 
meat balls. In large skillet, heat oil and cook meatballs until done. Remove from skillet. Add vegetables, 1 c. 
broth, soy sauce and remaining ginger to skillet. Blend cornstarch and 1/2 c. broth and add to skillet. Stir until 
mixture boils. Reduce heat, add meatballs and pimentos. Cover and simmer 5 minutes. Serve over rice. 

Shrimp or Chicken Teriyaki
Teriyaki sauce
 1 c water
 1/4 c soy sauce
 5 t packed brown sugar
 1 T honey, or more  

to taste
 1/2 t ground ginger
 1/4 t garlic powder
 2 T cornstarch
 1/4 c cold water

Combine 1 c. water, soy sauce, 
brown sugar, honey, ginger 
and garlic powder in a sauce-
pan over medium heat. Cook 
until heated through, about 1 
minute. Mix cornstarch and 
1/4 c. cold water together 
and stir until dissolved. 
Add to saucepan and cook 
and stir until thickened.

Cook shrimp or chopped 
chicken breast in oil until 
done. If using shrimp cook 
until translucent. Add steamed 
broccoli and teriyaki sauce. 
Serve over cooked rice.
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WE NEED RECIPES! 
Upcoming monthly topics
Gluten-free recipes
Picnic foods
Summer recipes 
Please email submissions to 
finestcooking@icl.coop or mail 
them to Finest Cooking c/o Illinois 
Country Living, P.O. Box 3787, 
Springfield, IL 62708. Please include 
your name, address, phone number 
(for questions), and the name of 
your electric cooperative. Recipes 
not included in the magazine 
can be found on our website at 
icl.coop/finestcooking.

Recipes prepared, tasted 
and photographed by 
Valerie Cheatham. For more 
recipes and photos go to 
www.icl.coop. Questions? 
Email finestcooking@
aiec.coop.

Visit www.icl.coop to see 
more Illinois Country Living 
recipes.

Crazy rich 
Asian food
Give the delivery guy a rest 
and prepare delicious Asian-
inspired food in the comfort 
of your own kitchen.
F R O M  T H E  C R U N C H Y  F I L I P I N O  recipe 
for Lumpia Rolls to the fragrant 
Baked Soy Ginger Salmon, we 
think you’ll agree it’s well worth 
the time to prepare these dishes. 
They  use common ingredients and 
require no different skills than ones  
you use eveyday. Easy to prepare, as 
flavorful as dishes from your favor-
ite carry-out but with a lot less fat 
and salt, these dishes can become 
week-night favorites for your entire 
family. 

FINESTCooking

Asian Wonton Salad 
Sweet Sesame Dressing
 2/3 c rice vinegar
 1 c canola oil
 2 T sesame oil
 4 cloves garlic, pressed or very finely minced
 2 T soy sauce
 1/2 c sugar
 4 t sesame seeds

Salad
 2 heads romaine lettuce
 3  chicken breasts, cooked and cubed or 

shredded
  Cherry tomatoes
 1 red onion, thinly sliced
 1 cucumber, sliced
 1 package wonton skins
  Vegetable oil for frying

For Dressing: Place all ingredients into a quart jar and shake vigorously. Can make ahead and store in fridge. 

For Salad: Heat about 1-inch of oil in a pot on the stove to 375 degrees. Use a pizza cutter or sharp knife to cut 
wonton skins into 3 strips. You may not need the entire package, depending on how much salad you’re making. I 
usually use about half. Test oil by dipping a wonton strip in oil to see if it bubbles up quickly. Fry wontons a few 
at a time and set on paper towels to dry. Optional: you can lightly sprinkle fried wontons with sugar. These can be 
made ahead of time and kept in an airtight container. To assemble salad, tear clean lettuce into chunks and place 
in a large salad bowl. Top with cherry tomatoes, cucumber and red onion. Add chicken and top with some Sweet 
Sesame Dressing. Toss salad. Once everything is coated to your liking, add wonton strips, gently toss and serve. 

Filipino Lumpi
 1 T vegetable oil
 1 lb ground pork
 2 cloves garlic, minced
 1/2 c chopped onion
 1/2 c minced carrots
 1/2 c chopped green onions
 1/2 c thinly sliced green 

cabbage
 1 t ground black pepper
 1 t salt
 1 t garlic powder
 1 t soy sauce
 30  lumpia wrappers (can 

substitute with spring roll 
wrappers)

 2 c vegetable oil for frying

Place a wok or large skillet over high heat and pour in 1 T. vegetable oil. 
Cook pork, stirring frequently, until no pink is showing. Remove pork from 
pan and set aside. Drain grease from pan, leaving a thin coating. Cook 
garlic and onion in the same pan for 2 minutes. Stir in the cooked pork, 
carrots, green onions and cabbage. Season with pepper, salt, garlic powder 
and soy sauce. Remove from heat and set aside until cool enough to 
handle. Place 3 heaping tablespoons of filling diagonally near one corner 
of each wrapper, leaving a 1-1/2 inch-space at both ends. Fold the side, 
along the length of the filling, over the filling, tuck in both sides. Moisten 
the other side of the wrapper with water to seal the edge, roll neatly. Keep 
the roll tight as you assemble it. Cover the rolls with plastic wrap to retain 
moisture. Heat a heavy skillet over medium heat, add oil to 1/2-inch depth, 
and heat for 5 minutes. Slide 3 or 4 lumpia into the oil. Fry the rolls for 
1 to 2 minutes, until all sides are golden brown. Drain on paper towels. 
Serve immediately. Note: Lumpia wrappers are available at Asian food markets.

Bird 
brains
CLOCKWISE,  
FROM TOP

ABIGAIL DRAPER, 
AGE 8
SouthEastern Illinois Electric 
Cooperative

KEITH BOES
Coles-Moultrie Electric 
Cooperative

TIFFANY GREGSON 
Monroe County Electric 
Co-Operative

SHIRLEY WYATT
Eastern Illini Electric 
Cooperative

MARYJANE BOES
Coles-Moultrie Electric 
Cooperative

ERIC BERTOLDO 
Shelby Electric Cooperative

SNAPShots

SUBMIT A PHOTO

Online: icl.coop/snapshots 
Email: cbradford@aiec.coop 
Mail:  Illinois Country Living  

Attn: Colten Bradford 
PO Box 3787  
Springfield IL 62708 

Rules: Please include high-quality 
digital files or an original we can 
scan. When submitting, include 
details about the photo, artist’s name 
and the co-op name. If you would 
like us to return your work, include 
a self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
We are not responsible for photos 
lost in the mail. We retain reprint and 
online rights.

Visit icl.coop/snapshots for full 
terms and conditions.
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WE NEED RECIPES! 
Upcoming monthly topics
Gluten-free recipes
Picnic foods
Summer recipes 
Please email submissions to 
finestcooking@icl.coop or mail 
them to Finest Cooking c/o Illinois 
Country Living, P.O. Box 3787, 
Springfield, IL 62708. Please include 
your name, address, phone number 
(for questions), and the name of 
your electric cooperative. Recipes 
not included in the magazine 
can be found on our website at 
icl.coop/finestcooking.

Recipes prepared, tasted 
and photographed by 
Valerie Cheatham. For more 
recipes and photos go to 
www.icl.coop. Questions? 
Email finestcooking@
aiec.coop.

Visit www.icl.coop to see 
more Illinois Country Living 
recipes.

Crazy rich 
Asian food
Give the delivery guy a rest 
and prepare delicious Asian-
inspired food in the comfort 
of your own kitchen.
F R O M  T H E  C R U N C H Y  F I L I P I N O  recipe 
for Lumpia Rolls to the fragrant 
Baked Soy Ginger Salmon, we 
think you’ll agree it’s well worth 
the time to prepare these dishes. 
They  use common ingredients and 
require no different skills than ones  
you use eveyday. Easy to prepare, as 
flavorful as dishes from your favor-
ite carry-out but with a lot less fat 
and salt, these dishes can become 
week-night favorites for your entire 
family. 

FINESTCooking

Asian Wonton Salad 
Sweet Sesame Dressing
 2/3 c rice vinegar
 1 c canola oil
 2 T sesame oil
 4 cloves garlic, pressed or very finely minced
 2 T soy sauce
 1/2 c sugar
 4 t sesame seeds

Salad
 2 heads romaine lettuce
 3  chicken breasts, cooked and cubed or 

shredded
  Cherry tomatoes
 1 red onion, thinly sliced
 1 cucumber, sliced
 1 package wonton skins
  Vegetable oil for frying

For Dressing: Place all ingredients into a quart jar and shake vigorously. Can make ahead and store in fridge. 

For Salad: Heat about 1-inch of oil in a pot on the stove to 375 degrees. Use a pizza cutter or sharp knife to cut 
wonton skins into 3 strips. You may not need the entire package, depending on how much salad you’re making. I 
usually use about half. Test oil by dipping a wonton strip in oil to see if it bubbles up quickly. Fry wontons a few 
at a time and set on paper towels to dry. Optional: you can lightly sprinkle fried wontons with sugar. These can be 
made ahead of time and kept in an airtight container. To assemble salad, tear clean lettuce into chunks and place 
in a large salad bowl. Top with cherry tomatoes, cucumber and red onion. Add chicken and top with some Sweet 
Sesame Dressing. Toss salad. Once everything is coated to your liking, add wonton strips, gently toss and serve. 

Filipino Lumpi
 1 T vegetable oil
 1 lb ground pork
 2 cloves garlic, minced
 1/2 c chopped onion
 1/2 c minced carrots
 1/2 c chopped green onions
 1/2 c thinly sliced green 

cabbage
 1 t ground black pepper
 1 t salt
 1 t garlic powder
 1 t soy sauce
 30  lumpia wrappers (can 

substitute with spring roll 
wrappers)

 2 c vegetable oil for frying

Place a wok or large skillet over high heat and pour in 1 T. vegetable oil. 
Cook pork, stirring frequently, until no pink is showing. Remove pork from 
pan and set aside. Drain grease from pan, leaving a thin coating. Cook 
garlic and onion in the same pan for 2 minutes. Stir in the cooked pork, 
carrots, green onions and cabbage. Season with pepper, salt, garlic powder 
and soy sauce. Remove from heat and set aside until cool enough to 
handle. Place 3 heaping tablespoons of filling diagonally near one corner 
of each wrapper, leaving a 1-1/2 inch-space at both ends. Fold the side, 
along the length of the filling, over the filling, tuck in both sides. Moisten 
the other side of the wrapper with water to seal the edge, roll neatly. Keep 
the roll tight as you assemble it. Cover the rolls with plastic wrap to retain 
moisture. Heat a heavy skillet over medium heat, add oil to 1/2-inch depth, 
and heat for 5 minutes. Slide 3 or 4 lumpia into the oil. Fry the rolls for 
1 to 2 minutes, until all sides are golden brown. Drain on paper towels. 
Serve immediately. Note: Lumpia wrappers are available at Asian food markets.
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LET’S EAT!
Flesor’s Candy 
Kitchen
101 W. Sale St., Tuscola 
217-253-3753 
www.flesorscandy.com
HOURS:

Monday-Sunday:  
6 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Breakfast served:  
6 – 10 a.m.
Lunch served:  
11 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Credit cards accepted.

WE NEED RECIPES! 
Upcoming monthly topics
Gluten-free recipes
Picnic foods
Summer recipes 
Please email submissions to 
finestcooking@icl.coop or mail 
them to Finest Cooking c/o Illinois 
Country Living, P.O. Box 3787, 
Springfield, IL 62708. Please include 
your name, address, phone number 
(for questions), and the name of 
your electric cooperative. Recipes 
not included in the magazine can 
be found on our website at icl.coop/
finestcooking.

Keep onTruckin’   Follow the 
food frenzy 
around Illinois 

Rochelle Community Action 
Network (CAN) Food Truck Festival
Created with the intent to support 
Rochelle CAN’s mission, this festival 

highlights good eats that support 
a cause. Proceeds support the 

organization’s annual shopping 
trip in early December, the 
elementary school backpack 
program and their Operation 
Warm coat drive — all which 
provide for local children. 

Attendees are invited to 
take a seat at a picnic table, 

grab lunch to go or browse local 
shops while they listen to lively tunes. 
The annual fundraiser will be held in the 
Municipal parking lot, at the corner of 
4th Avenue and Main Street, from 11 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. on Saturday, April 28. 

“Come out and support Rochelle 
CAN while enjoying great food truck 
fare,” states Eva Chu, vice president of 
Rochelle CAN. To learn more about this 
year’s event, visit EnjoyRochelle.com. 

Aurora’s 3rd Annual 
Food Truck Festival
Charming Benton Street in downtown 
Aurora will be transformed on May 4 
from 5 to 10 p.m. giving you the oppor-
tunity to munch on a variety of dishes. 

“Aurora’s Food Truck Festival is a 
great showcase for the City of Aurora. 
We get visitors from all over that 
come out to enjoy the best of 
Chicagoland’s gourmet food 
trucks,” explains James 
Cardis, director of 
marketing. “The Food 
Truck Festival lines 
up with our First 
Fridays art walk, 
so visitors can also 
enjoy dozens of pop-
up art galleries and live 
entertainment throughout 
downtown Aurora.” 

Visitors can also take a ride on the 
free trolley to a nearby venue such 
as the Grand Army of the Republic 

Museum, Aurora Regional Fire Museum 
or the SciTech Hands-On Museum. For 
more information visit EnjoyAurora.com.

Food Truck Rally
“Champaign-Urbana is fortunate to 
have over a dozen food trucks that 
circulate in the area offering every-
thing from egg sandwiches to Italian 
food. The city of Urbana hosts a Food 
Truck Rally series for lunchtime on the 
last Tuesday of the month from May–
November,” states Teri Reifsteck, vice 
president of marketing.

The lunchtime rally runs from 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. at the Urbana Civic Center 
located at 108 E. Water Street. Month 
after month, the lineup of food trucks 
will rotate. Admission and entertain-
ment are free. Attendees can eat and 
mingle inside or enjoy the outdoor seat-
ing at the Civic Center. Visit Facebook.
com/CityOfUrbana for more information.

Food Truck Fridays
Attend Food Truck Fridays with the 
Forest Preserve District in north-
ern Illinois from June 1 to Aug. 24. 

“Last year’s food truck lineup 
proved to be so popular, 

the Forest Preserve 
District is beefing 

up the options 
this year, and the 
goal is to feature 
three food trucks 
and one dessert 

truck per outing,” 
according to Cindy 

Cain, public information 
officer. 

Four different preserves will rotate 
hosting Food Truck Fridays from 4:30 to 
7 p.m. at the following four locations: 
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Hammel Woods Crumby Recreation Area, 
Shorewood: June 1, July 6 and Aug. 3
Hickory Creek Barrens Nature Preserve, 
New Lenox: June 8, July 13 and Aug. 10
Whalon Lake, Naperville: June 15, July 
20 and Aug. 17
Prairie Bluff Preserve, Crest Hill: June 
22, July 27 and Aug. 24
Visit ReconnectWithNature.org to 
learn more.

Sauce Alton Food Truck Festival 
Bring your appetite to the annual 
Sauce Alton Food Festival as food 
trucks roll into the Liberty Alton 
Amphitheater on Saturday, Aug. 25. 
According to Stephanie Tate, market-
ing communications director, “Having 
great food trucks from throughout the 
region every summer is a great addi-
tion to our foodie scene. The Sauce 
Alton Food Truck Festival has become 
a staple of our summer events.”

This year’s event will take place 
from 4 to 8 p.m. at 1 Riverfront Drive in 
Alton. The festival will feature the tasti-
est global street food on wheels. Dishes 

can range from Korean tacos, barbecue, 
gyros, gourmet donuts, Indian food, slid-
ers and more. Admission is free, plus the 
cost of food. For more information, visit 
RiverFrontAmpitheater.com. 

Food Truck Frenzy
Get ready for the return of Food Truck 
Frenzy, sponsored by Enjoy Peoria, the 
Peoria Area Convention and Visitors 
Bureau. “Food Truck Frenzy is an 
amazing way to introduce our area 
food trucks to those who may not 
have eaten from them before,” said 
Enjoy Peoria’s Kaci Geier. “We have 
seen more and more people each year 
and cannot wait to see an even bigger 
crowd for year three.”

The event will be hosted at Heritage 
Square in Peoria Heights on Sept. 15. 
Approximately 2,000 people are antici-
pated to attend. Foodies will be ecstatic 
with the wide variety of menu options. 
You can check out this year’s line-up and 
times at EnjoyPeoria.com.  

COD Food Truck Rally 
& 5K Run/Walk
The College of Dupage (COD) will host 
the COD Sunset 5K Run/Walk on Oct. 
13. The race kicks off at 5 p.m. After 
runners cross the finish line, over 
3,000-plus people will flock to the 
Food Truck Rally. Runners 
and nonrunners can 
enjoy an assortment 
of culinary cre-
ations from 20 food 
trucks. 

The main cam-
pus grounds will 
also feature a kid 
zone with free games 
and activities, Touch-A-
Truck and 100-Yard Youth 
Dash. Admission is free for entry 
to the food truck rally, costs vary for 
the 5K and Youth Dash. Proceeds from 
the event will benefit COD scholar-
ships. The event will kick off at 425 
Fawell Blvd., Glen Ellyn. To learn more, 
check out their Facebook page or visit 
cod.edu/5k. 
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Keep onTruckin’   Follow the 
food frenzy 
around Illinois 
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4th Avenue and Main Street, from 11 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. on Saturday, April 28. 

“Come out and support Rochelle 
CAN while enjoying great food truck 
fare,” states Eva Chu, vice president of 
Rochelle CAN. To learn more about this 
year’s event, visit EnjoyRochelle.com. 

Aurora’s 3rd Annual 
Food Truck Festival
Charming Benton Street in downtown 
Aurora will be transformed on May 4 
from 5 to 10 p.m. giving you the oppor-
tunity to munch on a variety of dishes. 

“Aurora’s Food Truck Festival is a 
great showcase for the City of Aurora. 
We get visitors from all over that 
come out to enjoy the best of 
Chicagoland’s gourmet food 
trucks,” explains James 
Cardis, director of 
marketing. “The Food 
Truck Festival lines 
up with our First 
Fridays art walk, 
so visitors can also 
enjoy dozens of pop-
up art galleries and live 
entertainment throughout 
downtown Aurora.” 

Visitors can also take a ride on the 
free trolley to a nearby venue such 
as the Grand Army of the Republic 

Museum, Aurora Regional Fire Museum 
or the SciTech Hands-On Museum. For 
more information visit EnjoyAurora.com.

Food Truck Rally
“Champaign-Urbana is fortunate to 
have over a dozen food trucks that 
circulate in the area offering every-
thing from egg sandwiches to Italian 
food. The city of Urbana hosts a Food 
Truck Rally series for lunchtime on the 
last Tuesday of the month from May–
November,” states Teri Reifsteck, vice 
president of marketing.

The lunchtime rally runs from 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. at the Urbana Civic Center 
located at 108 E. Water Street. Month 
after month, the lineup of food trucks 
will rotate. Admission and entertain-
ment are free. Attendees can eat and 
mingle inside or enjoy the outdoor seat-
ing at the Civic Center. Visit Facebook.
com/CityOfUrbana for more information.

Food Truck Fridays
Attend Food Truck Fridays with the 
Forest Preserve District in north-
ern Illinois from June 1 to Aug. 24. 

“Last year’s food truck lineup 
proved to be so popular, 

the Forest Preserve 
District is beefing 

up the options 
this year, and the 
goal is to feature 
three food trucks 
and one dessert 

truck per outing,” 
according to Cindy 

Cain, public information 
officer. 

Four different preserves will rotate 
hosting Food Truck Fridays from 4:30 to 
7 p.m. at the following four locations: 
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“Korean people have a natural 
sense of cooking to nurture others,” 
he says. “Feeding people has always 
been a really enjoyable thing for me 
and eating together is a really strong 
tool for building relationships and 
for breaking tension. Culturally, all 
people love to eat and meet over 
food, and it’s a great way to connect.”

However, Moon explains that 
owning a food truck has its chal-
lenges. “No one wants to stand or 
eat outside if the weather is bad, and 
there can be many local ordinances 
and codes to follow that don’t apply 
to brick and mortar restaurants,” he 
says. “Permits vary from city to city, 
but in Waco you have to have per-
mits to park at each location.”

Another challenge is the lim-
ited dimensions of the truck, which 
makes it difficult to have a large, 
diverse menu in a commissary 
kitchen, and there is only room for 
limited manpower. 

Moon has been fortunate 
because he was one of the first food 
trucks invited to park at Magnolia 
Market at the Silos, which brings 
many tourists to the area. He serves 
a fun mix of Asian American dishes 
like deep-fried tamale balls stuffed 
with Korean pork, French fries 
topped with gochujang marinated 
chicken and his popular rice bowls 
with meats like bulgogi, thin slices of 
grilled marinated meat. 

He especially loves the interac-
tion he can have with his customers. 
“For me, personally, it’s always great 
when people say they love your 
food, but I get a greater sense of sat-
isfaction when they comment on 
our service,” he notes. “A lot of peo-
ple have good food, but not every-
one knows how to really execute all 
the details. Especially since my food 
is already pretty unique to Waco, it 
is already a good chance that it is 
the first time that a lot of people will 
have tried this kind of menu. Since 
we’re at a tourist location, it really 
helps to add to the experience to 
focus on customer service.”

Moon says he has learned to run 
an efficient business. Because he 
is at The Silos, he explains he may 
have less sales than trucks in other 
locations, but believes he probably 
has equivalent profits without cut-
ting quality. He has just enough 
ingredients on hand to run day-to-
day operations with only a little bit 
of overlap, which prevents loss. 

Many food truck owners go 
into the business model hoping to 
build a following. Social media has 
proven to be a great tool for own-
ers to market their products cheaply 
and, if one location doesn’t gener-
ate enough business, the owner 
can close and drive to a new one. 
Facebook and Twitter allow them 
to give real time changes to their 
location, entice followers with their 
menu and hopefully get them to 
share it. 

The trucks are also a way for 
owners to test the waters of build-
ing a permanent location. Moon 
would like to find a brick and mor-
tar location, and while different 
opportunities have arisen over the 
years, he is being picky with the 
opportunities. “I want to find the 
right fit,” he explains. “For me, I like 

the challenge of doing a larger scale 
thing and having the space to push 
myself to do a larger menu and serve 
more people at a time. I’d love to try 
my hand at running a business with-
out those restrictions.” 

Not all food truck owners have 
the opportunity to park at a tour-
ist site. They often can be found 
parked together in a sort of mobile 
food court. They can advertise their 
location, and friends and coworkers 
can gather for a casual lunch where 
everyone can find something to 
their liking. 

As the weather warms, several 
cities host events and invite the 
trucks to participate. The vendors 
will gather in one place to offer a 
gourmet experience – street style. 
Oftentimes live music is playing 
along with a variety of other activi-
ties. Several festivals in Illinois offer 
a variety of mobile food vendors, 
excitement and a family-friendly 
environment. 

So, clear your schedule, enjoy 
the great outdoors and indulge in 
the culinary cuisine offered at these 
Illinois food truck festivals. Oh, and 
if you are in Waco, be sure to look 
up Youngdae Moon at his Club 
Sandwich truck at The Silos, and 
be sure to tell him how you heard 
about his truck.  

Food truck owner Youngdae Moon gets great 
satisfaction from his food and focusing on 
customer service.
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I F  YO U ’ V E  E V E R  B E E N  to a city 
or festival with a variety of food 
trucks, then you know they go 
beyond your typical street food. 
Once considered of questionable 
quality, today’s trucks offer all lev-
els of foods from a basic hotdog 
or taco to those that offer gour-
met or locally-sourced items such 
as gourmet grilled cheese, lobster 
rolls or crepes. An added benefit is 
they provide an inexpensive way 
to try new exotic or ethnic foods, 
one taste at a time. This definitely 
isn’t your typical fair food, and they 
have evolved over time. 

Previous iterations of the food 
truck can be traced back to the east 
coast in 1872 when vendor Walter 
Scott first sold sandwiches, pie and 

coffee to newspaper workers from 
inside a covered wagon. The chuck 
wagon was another predecessor that 
arose from the need to feed men on 
cattle drives, and the U.S. Army built 
mobile canteens to feed the men on 
Army bases. 

Today, the increasing popular-
ity of food trucks can be traced back 
to Los Angeles in 2008 when some 
of the first food trucks received 
national attention. The 2008 reces-
sion forced many restaurants to 
close, forcing talented chefs out of 
a job. A food truck was their way to 
continue cooking for a fraction of 
the cost of a brick and mortar loca-
tion. These mobile kitchens allow 
new entrepreneurs the opportunity 
to start a new business and carry on 

their livelihood. 
One of these young entre-

preneurs is Youngdae Moon, owner 
of Club Sandwich in Waco, Texas. 
When Moon started his food truck, 
there were only a couple of other 
trucks in the city. “It was a fairly 
new business model,” he explains. 
“It was a more affordable way to 
break into the food industry. Food 
trucks are new, portable, and a side 
benefit is that it was more affordable 
than investing in a restaurant.”

Moon is self-taught and always 
enjoyed cooking. The majority of 
his family is in the restaurant indus-
try, and he recalls waking up on 
Saturday mornings, even in middle 
school, and cooking for his family 
while he watched cartoons. 

 Cruisin’ for CuisineFood trucks deliver great eats.
By Valerie Cheatham and Brandy Riley
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Visitors to the park are able to hike the rolling trails, relax by the reflecting pond and 
admire the gardens all because this area was simply a gift. Since 1946, Allerton Park has 
been owned and curated by the University of Illinois after a man named Robert Allerton 
gifted this estate to the university. 

Robert was born into privilege in Chicago. His father, Samuel Allerton, was a 
prominent and successful self-made businessman in the 1800s. This allowed Robert to 
go to school in Europe to study art and travel the world. 

“He was a self-proclaimed failed artist,” says Derek Peterson, director of Allerton Park. 
“In a very dramatic fashion, he burned all his paintings at 26 and came back to the states.” 

Peterson says that Robert went to his father unsure of what he was going to do. He 
was then moved downstate to run the farms his father owned. “It was predestined 
that Robert was coming here,” Peterson explained. At age 7, Robert and his mother 

Allerton Park mansion 
and reflecting pond

Brick Wall Garden

Come prepared 
to be delighted 
and surprised 
at this engaging 
wonderland in 
our heartland
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T U C K E D  AWAY  I N  T H E  M I D D L E  O F  FA R M L A N D outside of Monticello hides a 
paradise. Driving down county roads barely large enough for two cars to meet, you 

suddenly enter a world where you may not think you’re in Illinois anymore.
Allerton Park and Retreat Center contains 1,500 acres of woodland and prairie areas, a 

meadow, formal sculpture gardens, hiking trails, lodging facilities, and a Georgian style 
mansion. While it was originally a private estate, the sculptures, gardens,  

wildlife and architecture can be enjoyed by the public. 
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the Golden 
Buddhas

Art, architecture 
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The feature story should look different  
from the department pages. A more 
dramatic design involving large images 
and art provides a welcome break from 
the rhythm of the departments, but the 
use of grid and type styles maintains 
continuity.

 LEven though the feature  is usually only 
four or five pages long, it offers the 
opportunity for a dramatic opener and 
a feeling of openness in the interior 
spread(s) that pick up design elements 
from the initial page.
 LTypographic choices  on these pages 
are more flexible than in the rest 
of the book. While text sizes in the 
departments should not be altered, 
playing with the headline, adding color 
or bold or italic to the deck, pumping 
up the point size for an intro graf, or 
changing the font style and size for a 
pull quote are all acceptable.
 LFor feature headlines, the use of 
different weights and styles of the 
magazine’s two standard fonts, Arno 
Pro and Barlow, will provide plenty of 
interesting options. Alternate fonts 
are generally discouraged unless 
they present an illustration-like 
enhancement to an opening graphic. 
 LThe feature story  is a great place to 
use the grid in creative ways.



Visitors to the park are able to 
hike the rolling trails, relax by the 
reflecting pond and admire the gar-
dens all because this area was sim-
ply a gift. Since 1946, Allerton Park 
has been owned and curated by the 
University of Illinois after a man 
named Robert Allerton gifted this 
estate to the university. 

Robert was born into privilege 
in Chicago. His father, Samuel 
Allerton, was a prominent and 
successful self-made businessman 

in the 1800s. This allowed Robert 
to go to school in Europe to study 
art and travel the world. 

“He was a self-proclaimed failed 
artist,” says Derek Peterson, director 
of Allerton Park. “In a very dramatic 
fashion, he burned all his paintings 
at 26 and came back to the states.” 

Peterson says that Robert went 
to his father unsure of what he was 
going to do. He was then moved 
downstate to run the farms his 
father owned. “It was predestined 

that Robert was coming here,” 
Peterson explained. At age 7, 
Robert and his mother caught 
scarlet fever, which proved fatal 
for his mother. As a result, Samuel 
gifted the estate, later named 
Allerton Park, to Robert to plan for 
his future.

Peterson describes Robert as 
private, creative and generous. 
“At the time, he was probably 
considered eccentric, but 
nowadays, I think he’d fit right in. 
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Visitors to the park are able to hike the rolling trails, relax by 
the reflecting pond and admire the gardens all because this area 
was simply a gift. Since 1946, Allerton Park has been owned 
and curated by the University of Illinois after a man named 
Robert Allerton gifted this estate to the university. 

Robert was born into privilege in Chicago. His father, 
Samuel Allerton, was a prominent and successful self-made 
businessman in the 1800s. This allowed Robert to go to school 
in Europe to study art and travel the world. 

“He was a self-proclaimed failed artist,” says Derek 
Peterson, director of Allerton Park. “In a very dramatic fashion, 
he burned all his paintings at 26 and came back to the states.” 

Peterson says that Robert went to his father unsure of what 
he was going to do. He was then moved downstate to run 
the farms his father owned. “It was predestined that Robert 
was coming here,” Peterson explained. At age 7, Robert and 
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the same way Robert had it,” 
Peterson says. “It’s a beast to work 
with. We do our best to make sure 
the life and the story remains the 
same and that we keep things pre-
served. We make sure the legacy is 
still here from when he left.”

Taking care of the park isn’t an 
easy feat. Right now, there are about 
18 staff members. Two of them 
are garden staff who maintain the 
80-acres of formal gardens, two 
natural area staff who care for the 
1,500 acres of the natural area that 
surrounds the park, and there are 
three maintenance staff members. 
They also hire four or five extra help 
staff that work through the summer 
in the garden. Peterson says the 
park relies heavily on donors and 
volunteers for support. 

In addition, Allerton Park also 
hosts conferences, weddings, special 
events, and overnight stays in the 
mansion and around the property. 
Throughout the estate, there are 41 
overnight rooms, and 17 of those 
are in the mansion. You can even 
stay in Robert’s bedroom. 

Because it’s part of the U of I, 
Allerton Park offers supplemen-
tary education resources for the 
university because of the natural 
areas, gardens, art and architecture. 
There’s even a concert series it hosts 
in the fall.

“We have a lot of research that 
goes on here,” Peterson notes. “It’s 
mainly all focused in the natu-
ral areas because we have 1,500 
acres of pre-European settlement 
right here in the middle of central 

Illinois, which isn’t something that 
comes up very much.”

Peterson says that there’s an esti-
mated 225,000 people that come 
through the park every year. 

“Allerton Park is a little bit of an 
oasis where people know that cell 
phones don’t work very well, you 
can fly a kite in the meadow, you can 
picnic and it’s quiet. People utilize 
it as an escape from everyday life,” 
Peterson explains. “People just use 
it as a place to come out and enjoy 
getting away from it all. It’s kind of a 
destination close by, but it feels like 
you’re worlds away.” 

If you’re looking to get away, Allerton Park 
is free to the public, but donations are 
welcome. The park is open seven days a 
week from 8 a.m. to sunset. For upcoming 
events, visit Facebook.com/AllertonPark. 

Avenue of 
the Chinese 

MusiciansChinese Maze Garden
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He was ahead of his time.”
After building the mansion, 

Robert would work in the summer 
and develop the estate, and in 
the winter, he and his lifelong 
companion and architect John 
Gregg would travel the world. 

During his travels, he would find 
pieces of art and inspiration for his 
private paradise at home. “He had 
great vision,” Peterson says. “He was 
very creative.”

Robert collected some pieces 
during his travels. For example, 
Peterson explains, whenever 
he would come across a blue 

porcelain Fu Dog sculpture, 
he would buy it for his Fu Dog 
Garden, which consists of 22 Fu 
Dogs sitting on concrete pedestals.

Other pieces in the park Robert 
had commissioned. While in 
Stockholm, Sweden, Robert spotted 

the Sun Singer, a bronze sculpture 
of the Greek sun god Apollo. He 
was impressed by it and contacted 
the artist Carl Milles to create a 
replica for him. 

From the Sun Singer to the Fu 
Dog Garden, visitors can enjoy for-
mal gardens inspired from all over 
the world. Visitors can walk down 

the Avenue of the Chines Musicians, 
check out the view from the obser-
vation deck in the House of the 
Golden Buddhas or hike to one of 
Peterson’s favorite areas, the Death 
of the Last Centaur. This sculpture 
can be found in the woods along 
one of the park’s major trails. It sits 
in the center of a path between four 
massive pillars at each end.

“The complexities of that gar-
den . . . while it seems simple, the great 
length of the garden really impresses 
me,” Peterson explains. 

After nearly 40 years, Robert and 
John, who he eventually adopted 
after a change in state legislation, 
decided to move to Kauai, Hawaii, 
which is why he decided to gift it to 
the U of I. 

“We maintain it pretty much 

View of the Fu 
Dog Garden

From the Sun Singer to the Fu Dog Garden, visitors can 
enjoy formal gardens inspired from all over the world. 
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it,” Peterson says. “It’s a beast to work with. We do our best 
to make sure the life and the story remains the same and that 
we keep things preserved. We make sure the legacy is still 
here from when he left.”

Taking care of the park isn’t an easy feat. Right now, there 
are about 18 staff members. Two of them are garden staff who 
maintain the 80-acres of formal gardens, two natural area staff 
who care for the 1,500 acres of the natural area that surrounds 
the park, and there are three maintenance staff members. They 
also hire four or five extra help staff that work through the 
summer in the garden. Peterson says the park relies heavily on 
donors and volunteers for support. 

In addition, Allerton Park also hosts conferences, weddings, 
special events, and overnight stays in the mansion and around 
the property. Throughout the estate, there are 41 overnight 
rooms, and 17 of those are in the mansion. You can even stay in 
Robert’s bedroom. 

Because it’s part of the U of I, Allerton Park offers supple-
mentary education resources for the university because of the 

natural areas, gardens, art and architecture. There’s even a con-
cert series it hosts in the fall.

“We have a lot of research that goes on here,” Peterson 
notes. “It’s mainly all focused in the natural areas because 
we have 1,500 acres of pre-European settlement right here 
in the middle of central Illinois, which isn’t something that 
comes up very much.”

Peterson says that there’s an estimated 225,000 people that 
come through the park every year. 

“Allerton Park is a little bit of an oasis where people know 
that cell phones don’t work very well, you can fly a kite in the 
meadow, you can picnic and it’s quiet. People utilize it as an 
escape from everyday life,” Peterson explains. “People just use it 
as a place to come out and enjoy getting away from it all. It’s kind 
of a destination close by, but it feels like you’re worlds away.” 

If you’re looking to get away, Allerton Park is free to the public, but 
donations are welcome. The park is open seven days a week from 8 a.m. to 
sunset. For upcoming events, visit Facebook.com/AllertonPark. 
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Allerton Park, to Robert to plan for his future.
Peterson describes Robert as private, creative and gener-

ous. “At the time, he was probably considered eccentric, but 
nowadays, I think he’d fit right in. He was ahead of his time.”

After building the mansion, Robert would work in the 
summer and develop the estate, and in the winter, he and his 
lifelong companion and architect John Gregg would travel 
the world. During his travels, he would find pieces of art and 
inspiration for his private paradise at home. “He had great 
vision,” Peterson says. “He was very creative.”

Robert collected some pieces during his travels. For 
example, Peterson explains, whenever he would come across 
a blue porcelain Fu Dog sculpture, he would buy it for his 
Fu Dog Garden, which consists of 22 Fu Dogs sitting on 
concrete pedestals.

Other pieces in the park Robert had commissioned. 
While in Stockholm, Sweden, Robert spotted the Sun Singer, 
a bronze sculpture of the Greek sun god Apollo. He was 
impressed by it and contacted the artist Carl Milles to create a 
replica for him. 

From the Sun Singer to the Fu Dog Garden, visitors can 
enjoy formal gardens inspired from all over the world. Visitors 
can walk down the Avenue of the Chines Musicians, check out 
the view from the observation deck in the House of the Golden 
Buddhas or hike to one of Peterson’s favorite areas, the Death 
of the Last Centaur. This sculpture can be found in the woods 
along one of the park’s major trails. It sits in the center of a path 
between four massive pillars at each end.

“The complexities of that garden . . . while it seems simple, the 
great length of the garden really impresses me,” Peterson explains. 

After nearly 40 years, Robert and John, who he eventually 
adopted after a change in state legislation, decided to move to 
Kauai, Hawaii, which is why he decided to gift it to the U of I. 

“We maintain it pretty much the same way Robert had 

View of the Fu 
Dog Garden

From the Sun Singer to the Fu Dog Garden, visitors can 
enjoy formal gardens inspired from all over the world. 
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“We maintain it pretty much the same way Robert had it,” Peterson says. “It’s a beast 
to work with. We do our best to make sure the life and the story remains the same and 
that we keep things preserved. We make sure the legacy is still here from when he left.”

Taking care of the park isn’t an easy feat. Right now, there are about 18 staff members. 
Two of them are garden staff who maintain the 80-acres of formal gardens, two natural 
area staff who care for the 1,500 acres of the natural area that surrounds the park, and there 
are three maintenance staff members. They also hire four or five extra help staff that work 
through the summer in the garden. Peterson says the park relies heavily on donors and 
volunteers for support. 

In addition, Allerton Park also hosts conferences, weddings, special events, and overnight 
stays in the mansion and around the property. Throughout the estate, there are 41 overnight 
rooms, and 17 of those are in the mansion. You can even stay in Robert’s bedroom. 

Because it’s part of the U of I, Allerton Park offers supplementary education resources 
for the university because of the natural areas, gardens, art and architecture. There’s even a 
concert series it hosts in the fall.

“We have a lot of research that goes on here,” Peterson notes. “It’s mainly all focused 
in the natural areas because we have 1,500 acres of pre-European settlement right here 
in the middle of central Illinois, which isn’t something that comes up very much.”

Peterson says that there’s an estimated 225,000 people that come through the park every 
year. 

“Allerton Park is a little bit of an oasis where people know that cell phones don’t work very 
well, you can fly a kite in the meadow, you can picnic and it’s quiet. People utilize it as an escape 
from everyday life,” Peterson explains. “People just use it as a place to come out and enjoy get-
ting away from it all. It’s kind of a destination close by, but it feels like you’re worlds away.” 

Avenue of 
the Chinese 

MusiciansChinese Maze Garden

TIME TO VISIT

If you’re looking to get away, 
Allerton Park is free to the public, 
but donations are welcome. 
The park is open seven days a 
week from 8 a.m. to sunset. 
For upcoming events, visit 
Facebook.com/AllertonPark. 
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caught scarlet fever, which proved fatal for his mother. As a result, Samuel gifted the 
estate, later named Allerton Park, to Robert to plan for his future.

Peterson describes Robert as private, creative and generous. “At the time, he was proba-
bly considered eccentric, but nowadays, I think he’d fit right in. He was ahead of his time.”

After building the mansion, Robert would work in the summer and develop the estate, 
and in the winter, he and his lifelong companion and architect John Gregg would travel the 
world. During his travels, he would find pieces of art and inspiration for his private paradise 
at home. “He had great vision,” Peterson says. “He was very creative.”

Robert collected some pieces during his travels. For example, Peterson explains, 
whenever he would come across a blue porcelain Fu Dog sculpture, he would buy it for 
his Fu Dog Garden, which consists of 22 Fu Dogs sitting on concrete pedestals.

Other pieces in the park Robert had commissioned. While in Stockholm, Sweden, 
Robert spotted the Sun Singer, a bronze sculpture of the Greek sun god Apollo. He was 
impressed by it and contacted the artist Carl Milles to create a replica for him. 

From the Sun Singer to the Fu Dog Garden, visitors can enjoy formal gardens inspired 
from all over the world. Visitors can walk down the Avenue of the Chines Musicians, check 
out the view from the observation deck in the House of the Golden Buddhas or hike to 
one of Peterson’s favorite areas, the Death of the Last Centaur. This sculpture can be found 
in the woods along one of the park’s major trails. It sits in the center of a path between four 
massive pillars at each end.

“The complexities of that garden . . . while it seems simple, the great length of the garden 
really impresses me,” Peterson explains. 

After nearly 40 years, Robert and John, who he eventually adopted after a change in state 
legislation, decided to move to Kauai, Hawaii, which is why he decided to gift it to the U of I. 

View of the Fu 
Dog Garden

From the Sun Singer 

to the Fu Dog Garden, 

visitors can enjoy formal 

gardens inspired from all 

over the world. 
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I F  YO U ’ V E  E V E R  B E E N  to a city 
or festival with a variety of food 
trucks, then you know they go 
beyond your typical street food. 
Once considered of questionable 
quality, today’s trucks offer all lev-
els of foods from a basic hotdog 
or taco to those that offer gour-
met or locally-sourced items such 
as gourmet grilled cheese, lobster 
rolls or crepes. An added benefit is 
they provide an inexpensive way 
to try new exotic or ethnic foods, 
one taste at a time. This definitely 
isn’t your typical fair food, and they 
have evolved over time. 

Previous iterations of the food 
truck can be traced back to the east 
coast in 1872 when vendor Walter 
Scott first sold sandwiches, pie and 

coffee to newspaper workers from 
inside a covered wagon. The chuck 
wagon was another predecessor that 
arose from the need to feed men on 
cattle drives, and the U.S. Army built 
mobile canteens to feed the men on 
Army bases. 

Today, the increasing popular-
ity of food trucks can be traced back 
to Los Angeles in 2008 when some 
of the first food trucks received 
national attention. The 2008 reces-
sion forced many restaurants to 
close, forcing talented chefs out of 
a job. A food truck was their way to 
continue cooking for a fraction of 
the cost of a brick and mortar loca-
tion. These mobile kitchens allow 
new entrepreneurs the opportunity 
to start a new business and carry on 

their livelihood. 
One of these young entre-

preneurs is Youngdae Moon, owner 
of Club Sandwich in Waco, Texas. 
When Moon started his food truck, 
there were only a couple of other 
trucks in the city. “It was a fairly 
new business model,” he explains. 
“It was a more affordable way to 
break into the food industry. Food 
trucks are new, portable, and a side 
benefit is that it was more affordable 
than investing in a restaurant.”

Moon is self-taught and always 
enjoyed cooking. The majority of 
his family is in the restaurant indus-
try, and he recalls waking up on 
Saturday mornings, even in middle 
school, and cooking for his family 
while he watched cartoons. 

 Cruisin’ for CuisineFood trucks deliver great eats.
By Valerie Cheatham and Brandy Riley
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Keep onTruckin’   Follow the 
food frenzy 
around Illinois 

Rochelle Community Action 
Network (CAN) Food Truck Festival
Created with the intent to support 
Rochelle CAN’s mission, this festival 

highlights good eats that support 
a cause. Proceeds support the 

organization’s annual shopping 
trip in early December, the 
elementary school backpack 
program and their Operation 
Warm coat drive — all which 
provide for local children. 

Attendees are invited to 
take a seat at a picnic table, 

grab lunch to go or browse local 
shops while they listen to lively tunes. 
The annual fundraiser will be held in the 
Municipal parking lot, at the corner of 
4th Avenue and Main Street, from 11 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. on Saturday, April 28. 

“Come out and support Rochelle 
CAN while enjoying great food truck 
fare,” states Eva Chu, vice president of 
Rochelle CAN. To learn more about this 
year’s event, visit EnjoyRochelle.com. 

Aurora’s 3rd Annual 
Food Truck Festival
Charming Benton Street in downtown 
Aurora will be transformed on May 4 
from 5 to 10 p.m. giving you the oppor-
tunity to munch on a variety of dishes. 

“Aurora’s Food Truck Festival is a 
great showcase for the City of Aurora. 
We get visitors from all over that 
come out to enjoy the best of 
Chicagoland’s gourmet food 
trucks,” explains James 
Cardis, director of 
marketing. “The Food 
Truck Festival lines 
up with our First 
Fridays art walk, 
so visitors can also 
enjoy dozens of pop-
up art galleries and live 
entertainment throughout 
downtown Aurora.” 

Visitors can also take a ride on the 
free trolley to a nearby venue such 
as the Grand Army of the Republic 

Museum, Aurora Regional Fire Museum 
or the SciTech Hands-On Museum. For 
more information visit EnjoyAurora.com.

Food Truck Rally
“Champaign-Urbana is fortunate to 
have over a dozen food trucks that 
circulate in the area offering every-
thing from egg sandwiches to Italian 
food. The city of Urbana hosts a Food 
Truck Rally series for lunchtime on the 
last Tuesday of the month from May–
November,” states Teri Reifsteck, vice 
president of marketing.

The lunchtime rally runs from 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. at the Urbana Civic Center 
located at 108 E. Water Street. Month 
after month, the lineup of food trucks 
will rotate. Admission and entertain-
ment are free. Attendees can eat and 
mingle inside or enjoy the outdoor seat-
ing at the Civic Center. Visit Facebook.
com/CityOfUrbana for more information.

Food Truck Fridays
Attend Food Truck Fridays with the 
Forest Preserve District in north-
ern Illinois from June 1 to Aug. 24. 

“Last year’s food truck lineup 
proved to be so popular, 

the Forest Preserve 
District is beefing 

up the options 
this year, and the 
goal is to feature 
three food trucks 
and one dessert 

truck per outing,” 
according to Cindy 

Cain, public information 
officer. 

Four different preserves will rotate 
hosting Food Truck Fridays from 4:30 to 
7 p.m. at the following four locations: 
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caught scarlet fever, which proved fatal for his mother. As a result, Samuel gifted the 
estate, later named Allerton Park, to Robert to plan for his future.

Peterson describes Robert as private, creative and generous. “At the time, he was proba-
bly considered eccentric, but nowadays, I think he’d fit right in. He was ahead of his time.”

After building the mansion, Robert would work in the summer and develop the estate, 
and in the winter, he and his lifelong companion and architect John Gregg would travel the 
world. During his travels, he would find pieces of art and inspiration for his private paradise 
at home. “He had great vision,” Peterson says. “He was very creative.”

Robert collected some pieces during his travels. For example, Peterson explains, 
whenever he would come across a blue porcelain Fu Dog sculpture, he would buy it for 
his Fu Dog Garden, which consists of 22 Fu Dogs sitting on concrete pedestals.

Other pieces in the park Robert had commissioned. While in Stockholm, Sweden, 
Robert spotted the Sun Singer, a bronze sculpture of the Greek sun god Apollo. He was 
impressed by it and contacted the artist Carl Milles to create a replica for him. 

From the Sun Singer to the Fu Dog Garden, visitors can enjoy formal gardens inspired 
from all over the world. Visitors can walk down the Avenue of the Chines Musicians, check 
out the view from the observation deck in the House of the Golden Buddhas or hike to 
one of Peterson’s favorite areas, the Death of the Last Centaur. This sculpture can be found 
in the woods along one of the park’s major trails. It sits in the center of a path between four 
massive pillars at each end.

“The complexities of that garden . . . while it seems simple, the great length of the garden 
really impresses me,” Peterson explains. 

After nearly 40 years, Robert and John, who he eventually adopted after a change in state 
legislation, decided to move to Kauai, Hawaii, which is why he decided to gift it to the U of I. 

View of the Fu 
Dog Garden

From the Sun Singer 

to the Fu Dog Garden, 

visitors can enjoy formal 

gardens inspired from all 

over the world. 
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it,” Peterson says. “It’s a beast to work with. We do our best 
to make sure the life and the story remains the same and that 
we keep things preserved. We make sure the legacy is still 
here from when he left.”

Taking care of the park isn’t an easy feat. Right now, there 
are about 18 staff members. Two of them are garden staff who 
maintain the 80-acres of formal gardens, two natural area staff 
who care for the 1,500 acres of the natural area that surrounds 
the park, and there are three maintenance staff members. They 
also hire four or five extra help staff that work through the 
summer in the garden. Peterson says the park relies heavily on 
donors and volunteers for support. 

In addition, Allerton Park also hosts conferences, weddings, 
special events, and overnight stays in the mansion and around 
the property. Throughout the estate, there are 41 overnight 
rooms, and 17 of those are in the mansion. You can even stay in 
Robert’s bedroom. 

Because it’s part of the U of I, Allerton Park offers supple-
mentary education resources for the university because of the 

natural areas, gardens, art and architecture. There’s even a con-
cert series it hosts in the fall.

“We have a lot of research that goes on here,” Peterson 
notes. “It’s mainly all focused in the natural areas because 
we have 1,500 acres of pre-European settlement right here 
in the middle of central Illinois, which isn’t something that 
comes up very much.”

Peterson says that there’s an estimated 225,000 people that 
come through the park every year. 

“Allerton Park is a little bit of an oasis where people know 
that cell phones don’t work very well, you can fly a kite in the 
meadow, you can picnic and it’s quiet. People utilize it as an 
escape from everyday life,” Peterson explains. “People just use it 
as a place to come out and enjoy getting away from it all. It’s kind 
of a destination close by, but it feels like you’re worlds away.” 

If you’re looking to get away, Allerton Park is free to the public, but 
donations are welcome. The park is open seven days a week from 8 a.m. to 
sunset. For upcoming events, visit Facebook.com/AllertonPark. 

Avenue of 
the Chinese 

MusiciansChinese Maze Garden
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“We maintain it pretty much the same way Robert had it,” Peterson says. “It’s a beast 
to work with. We do our best to make sure the life and the story remains the same and 
that we keep things preserved. We make sure the legacy is still here from when he left.”

Taking care of the park isn’t an easy feat. Right now, there are about 18 staff members. 
Two of them are garden staff who maintain the 80-acres of formal gardens, two natural 
area staff who care for the 1,500 acres of the natural area that surrounds the park, and there 
are three maintenance staff members. They also hire four or five extra help staff that work 
through the summer in the garden. Peterson says the park relies heavily on donors and 
volunteers for support. 

In addition, Allerton Park also hosts conferences, weddings, special events, and overnight 
stays in the mansion and around the property. Throughout the estate, there are 41 overnight 
rooms, and 17 of those are in the mansion. You can even stay in Robert’s bedroom. 

Because it’s part of the U of I, Allerton Park offers supplementary education resources 
for the university because of the natural areas, gardens, art and architecture. There’s even a 
concert series it hosts in the fall.

“We have a lot of research that goes on here,” Peterson notes. “It’s mainly all focused 
in the natural areas because we have 1,500 acres of pre-European settlement right here 
in the middle of central Illinois, which isn’t something that comes up very much.”

Peterson says that there’s an estimated 225,000 people that come through the park every 
year. 

“Allerton Park is a little bit of an oasis where people know that cell phones don’t work very 
well, you can fly a kite in the meadow, you can picnic and it’s quiet. People utilize it as an escape 
from everyday life,” Peterson explains. “People just use it as a place to come out and enjoy get-
ting away from it all. It’s kind of a destination close by, but it feels like you’re worlds away.” 

Avenue of 
the Chinese 

MusiciansChinese Maze Garden

TIME TO VISIT

If you’re looking to get away, 
Allerton Park is free to the public, 
but donations are welcome. 
The park is open seven days a 
week from 8 a.m. to sunset. 
For upcoming events, visit 
Facebook.com/AllertonPark. 
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T U C K E D  AWAY  I N  T H E  M I D D L E  O F  FA R M L A N D  outside of 
Monticello hides a paradise. Driving down county roads barely 
large enough for two cars to meet, you suddenly enter a world 
where you may not think you’re in Illinois anymore.

Allerton Park and Retreat Center contains 1,500 acres of 
woodland and prairie areas, a meadow, formal sculpture gardens, 
hiking trails, lodging facilities, and a Georgian style mansion. 
While it was originally a private estate, the sculptures, gardens, 
wildlife and architecture can be enjoyed by the public. 

Sun Singer

House of 
the Golden 
Buddhas

Art, architecture 
and amusement 

at Allerton
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